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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE
In re:
MALIBU LIGHTING CORPORATION, et al.,1
Debtors.

) Chapter 11
)
) Case No. 15-12080 (KG)
)
) (Jointly Administered)

Objection Deadline: May 4, 2016 at 4:00 p.m. (Eastern time)
Hearing Date: May 11, 2016 at 10:00 a.m. (Eastern time)

MOTION OF DEBTOR OUTDOOR DIRECT CORPORATION F/K/A THE
BRINKMANN CORPORATION FOR ORDER (A) APPROVING ASSET
PURCHASE AGREEMENT AND AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF THE
DEBTOR’S INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; (B) AUTHORIZING THE
SALE OF ASSETS FREE AND CLEAR OF ALL LIENS, CLAIMS, RIGHTS,
ENCUMBRANCES AND OTHER INTERESTS PURSUANT TO BANKRUPTCY CODE
SECTIONS 105, 363(b), 363(f) AND 363(m); AND (C) GRANTING RELATED RELIEF
Debtor Outdoor Direct Corporation f/k/a The Brinkmann Corporation (“ODC” or
“Seller”), one of the above-captioned debtors and debtors in possession herein (together, the
“Debtors”), files this motion (the “Sale Motion”) for the entry of an order: (a) approving that
certain Asset Purchase Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit A (the “Agreement”),2 between
Seller, on the one hand, and LightStar Corporation, a Delaware corporation (the “Purchaser”),
and authorizing the sale (the “Sale”) of Seller’s remaining intellectual property rights, including
its domestic and foreign trademarks, domain names, domestic and foreign patents described in
the Agreement and on Schedule 1.1 to thereto and also includes, among other assets, the

1

The Debtors, together with the last four digits of each Debtor’s tax identification number, are: Malibu Lighting
Corporation (0556); Outdoor Direct Corporation f/k/a The Brinkmann Corporation (9246); NC Estate Coporation
(1153); Q-Beam Corporation (1560); Smoke ‘N Pit Corporation (9951); Treasure Sensor Corporation (9938); and
Stubbs Collections, Inc. (6615). The location of the Debtors’ headquarters and service address is 4215 McEwen
Road, Dallas, TX 75244.
2

All capitalized terms not defined herein and referencing the Agreement have the meanings ascribed to them in the
Agreement.
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Brinkmann® marks related to Seller’s grilling and catering business, as well as other products
(the “Acquired Intellectual Property”);3 (b) authorizing the sale of the Acquired Intellectual
Property free and clear of all liens, claims, rights, encumbrances, and other interests pursuant to
sections 105, 363(b), 363(f), and 363(m) of the Bankruptcy Code; and (c) granting related relief.
Concurrently herewith, ODC is filing the Motion of Debtor Outdoor Direct
Corporation f/k/a The Brinkmann Corporation for Order: (A) Approving Bidding Procedures for
the Auction of Debtor’s Intellectual Property, (B) Scheduling an Auction and Sale Hearing, and
(C) Granting Related Relief (the “Bidding Procedures Motion”), which seeks approval of certain
sale and bidding procedures for the sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property (the “Sale”), as
more particularly set forth therein (the “Bidding Procedures”).
In support of this Sale Motion, the Debtors respectfully state as follows:
Preliminary Statement
1.

By this Sale Motion, ODC seeks approval of the Sale of the Acquired

Intellectual Property to the Purchaser pursuant to the Agreement, or to the highest and best
bidder for such assets at the auction provided for in the Bidding Procedures Motion (the
“Auction”), to take place in accordance with the order to be entered by the Court on the Bidding
Procedures Motion (the “Bidding Procedures Order”). The proposed Agreement contemplates

3

ODC will presently retain the rights to brinkmann.net, which is currently being used by Central Garden & Pet
(“CG&P”) pursuant to the terms of the Transition Services Agreement (“TSA”) currently in effect. ODC will agree
to transfer brinkmann.net to Purchaser on or before April 1, 2017 (the estimated date that CG&P will no longer need
access to brinkmann.net), for no additional consideration, provided, however, that if CGP requires access to
brinkmann.net for any longer period, the April 1, 2017 date will be extended for a period not to exceed six months.
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that the assets will be sold free and clear of liens, claims, encumbrances, rights, and other
interests other than those liens and interests expressly permitted under the Agreement.
2.

The Purchaser is a non-debtor affiliate of ODC and is wholly owned by

non-debtor J. Baxter Brinkmann International Corp. (“JBBI”). JBBI also owns 100% of ODC.
The sole shareholder of JBBI is Mr. J. Baxter Brinkmann.
3.

As discussed below, the proposed Sale of the Acquired Intellectual

Property is in the best interests of ODC and its estate and creditors. The Sale will provide for the
payment of the sum of $350,000 in cash, subject to higher and better bids at auction. Thus, ODC
submits that the Sale is in the best interests of its estate.
Jurisdiction and Venue
4.

The United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware (the

“Court”) has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 157 and 1334 and the
Amended Standing Order of Reference from the United States District Court for the District of
Delaware, dated February 29, 2012. This matter is a core proceeding within the meaning of 28
U.S.C. § 157(b)(2), and ODC confirms its consent pursuant to Rule 9013-1(f) of the Local Rules
of Bankruptcy Practice and Procedure of the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of
Delaware (the “Local Rules”) to the entry of a final order by the Court in connection with this
Motion to the extent that it is later determined that the Court, absent consent of the parties,
cannot enter final orders or judgments in connection herewith consistent with Article III of the
United States Constitution.
5.
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The statutory predicates for the relief sought herein are sections 105, 362,

363, 1107, and 1108 of Title 11 of the United States Code (the “Bankruptcy Code”), Rules 2002,
6004, and 9014 of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure (the “Bankruptcy Rules”), and
Rules 2002-1(b) and 6004-1 of the Local Rules of Bankruptcy Practice and Procedure of the
United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware (the “Local Rules”).

General Background
7.

On October 8, 2015 (the “Petition Date”), the Debtors each filed with this

Court a voluntary petition for relief under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. The Debtors are
operating their businesses and managing their properties as debtors and debtors in possession
pursuant to sections 1107(a) and 1108 of the Bankruptcy Code.
8.

No request has been made for the appointment of a trustee or an examiner

in these cases. As set forth in a notice dated October 20, 2015, an official committee of
unsecured creditors (the “Committee”) was appointed in the Debtors’ cases by the Office of the
United States Trustee.
9.

The factual background regarding the Debtors, including their current and

historical business operations and the events precipitating the chapter 11 filing, is set forth in
detail in the Declaration of David M. Baker in Support of First Day Motions (the “First Day
Declaration”) filed on October 8, 2015 and incorporated herein by reference.
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Description of the Assets to Be Sold
10.

On November 4, 2015, the Court entered its Order Pursuant to 11 U.S.C.

§§ 327 and 328(a), Fed. R. Bankr. P. 2014 and 5002, and Local Rule 2014-1, Authorizing
Retention and Employment of Hilco IP Services, LLC d/b/a Hilco Streambank as Intellectual
Property Marketing Agent for the Debtors, Nunc Pro Tunc to the Petition Date [Docket No. 199]
(the “Hilco IP Retention”). The Hilco IP Retention authorized Hilco IP Services, LLC d/b/a
Hilco Streambank (“Hilco Streambank”) to market, sell, assign, license or otherwise monetize all
of the Debtors’ intellectual property, which includes (i) the Acquired Intellectual Property; (ii)
ODC’s handheld lighting and spotlighting intellectual property rights and interests (the
“Handheld Lighting Intellectual Property”);4 and the intellectual property interests in the former
clothing line of affiliate-debtor Stubbs Collection, Inc. (collectively, the “Intellectual Property
Assets”), as well as any inventory, equipment and tooling related to the foregoing (the “Related
Assets”). Hilco Streambank’s services are being provided in coordination with the Debtors’
investment banker, Piper Jaffray & Co. (“PJC”), whose employment was approved by the Court
by order entered on January 5, 2016 [Docket No 351]. The Acquired Intellectual Property being
sold pursuant to this Sale Motion is a subset of the Intellectual Property Assets.
11.

Hilco Streambank launched the marketing of the Intellectual Property

Assets and Related Assets on January 20, 2016, with multiple emails blast to its proprietary list
of over ten-thousand potential buyers of assets. In addition, targeted emails and calls were made
to likely strategic and financial buyers, as well as parties that had previously expressed to the
4

The sale of the Handheld Lighting Intellectual Property is the subject of a separate sale motion to Viatek Consumer
Products Group for $400,000 currently scheduled to be heard on April 18, 2016.
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Debtors or PJC an interest in the Intellectual Property Assets and Related Assets. Ultimately, as
a result of these efforts, Hilco Streambank had personal contact via email or phone with one
hundred and forty-eight potential buyers. Of those potential buyers, twenty executed NonDisclosure Agreements and were provided additional diligence materials through the digital data
room created in connection with the sale of the Intellectual Property Assets and the Related
Assets.
12.

Hilco Streambank set a deadline of February 19, 2016 for the submission

of bids to purchase the Acquired Intellectual Property. ODC received eight separate bids for
some or all of the Acquired Intellectual Property. The Purchaser’s offer was the highest offer
covering all of the Acquired Intellectual Property. Given the number of bidders, and their
disparate interests in different discrete portions of the Acquired Intellectual Property, the Debtors
determined that they would obtain the greatest amount of sale proceeds from the sale of the
Acquired Intellectual Property to the Purchaser, subject to a Court approved auction. In that
regard, the Purchaser has agreed to allow its offer to be used as a “stalking horse” without the
payment of any breakup fee or expense reimbursement in the event that it is outbid at auction by
a higher and better bidder. Under the circumstances, Hilco Streambank has advised ODC that
the ability to circulate the Agreement to interested parties and to conduct the balance of the sale
process and auction in accordance with the Bidding Procedures will provide creditors and other
stakeholders with the best opportunity possible for maximizing the value of the Acquired
Intellectual Property.
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Agreement With Purchaser
13.

ODC submits that the Sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property to the

Purchaser or other successful bidder or combination of bidders after an Auction, represents the
sound exercise of ODC’s business judgment.
14.

The key terms of the Agreement and the proposed Sale Order, attached

hereto as Exhibit B, are summarized below. The description below only summarizes certain
provisions of the Agreement and the Sale Order as a convenience to the Court and parties in
interest, and the terms of the Agreement control in the event of any inconsistency.5
a.

Identity of Purchaser. The Purchaser is LightStar Corporation, a
Delaware corporation, which is an affiliate of ODC. LightStar is 100%
owned by non-debtor JBBI. JBBI is also the 100% owner of ODC. The
sole shareholder of JBBI is J. Baxter Brinkmann. See Preamble of
Agreement.

b.

Purchased Assets. The Purchaser shall acquire all of ODC’s intellectual
property interests, including intellectual property related to ODCs’
Brinkman® brand, as more fully set forth in the Agreement and scheduled
1.1 thereto.

c.

Purchase Price. The total consideration to be paid by the Purchaser to
ODC for the Acquired Intellectual Property shall be $350,000 in cash (the
“Purchase Price”). See Agreement §§ 2.1.

d.

No Assumed Liabilities Except As Expressly Provided. Purchaser will
not assume and will not be liable for any obligations, commitments, or
liabilities of, and claims made or that could have been made against, Seller
(whether absolute, accrued or contingent) related to the Acquired
Intellectual Property or otherwise, except for the following, which Buyer,
effective as of the Closing Date, hereby assumes and agrees to pay and
perform: (i) liabilities or obligations incidental to the Acquired Intellectual
Property to the extent such liabilities or obligations first arose or accrued

5

This summary is in compliance with Local Bankruptcy Rule 6004-1(b)(iv), which summary highlights (among
other material provisions) the types of provisions required to be highlighted if and to the extent such provisions are
contained in the Agreement or proposed Sale Order. As set forth in the proposed Bidding Procedures, Bank of
America’s credit bid rights under section 363(k) are preserved with respect to ODC’s domestic intellectual property
interests.
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after the Closing Date, including any such obligations or liabilities for ad
valorem taxes applicable to the Acquired Intellectual Property and (ii) all
liabilities and obligations for taxes as described in Section 3.6 of the
Agreement. See Agreement § 2.3

DOCS_DE:206100.1

e.

Permitted Liens. The Acquired Intellectual Property shall be transferred
to Purchaser free and clear of all liens, claims and encumbrances, except
(i) for the potential active encumbrances listed on Schedule 5.5 of the
Agreement, (ii) ad valorem taxes relating to the Acquired Intellectual
Property for the pre and post-closing periods and for sale; and (iii) use
taxes, which will be paid by the Purchaser. See Agreement §§ 3.5, 3.6 and
5.5.

f.

Deposit. Purchaser has already provided Seller’s counsel with a $35,000
Earnest Money Deposit, which, at Closing, will be credited and applied
toward the Closing Purchase Price. If the Agreement terminates without a
Closing, this deposit will be disbursed (a) as the Parties direct in the event
the Agreement is terminated in accordance with Section 9.1; (b) to Seller
if the Agreement is terminated (i) by Purchaser if such termination is in
breach of the Agreement or if, at the time of any termination by Purchaser,
Purchaser is in material breach of the Agreement, or (ii) by Seller in
accordance with Section 9.3.1 of the Agreement, and (c) in all other cases,
to Purchaser. See Agreement §§ 2, 2.2 and 2.2.3.

g.

Closing / Possession. The Closing shall take place on the third day
following the satisfaction of the conditions set forth in Sections 4.1 and
4.2 of the Agreement (or the waiver thereof by the party entitled to waive
that condition) or on such other date as may be agreed to by the parties in
writing. See Agreement §§ 3.2 and 9.3.4.

h.

Conditions to Closing. The Closing is conditioned upon the occurrence
of certain events customary for transactions of this kind, including the
truthfulness of all representations and warranties, and all consents and
approvals, including approvals of the Bankruptcy Court, having been
obtained (subject to certain time limitations). See Agreement § 4.

i.

Representations and Warranties / “As Is” Sale. ODC has made certain
limited representations including, but not limited to, those relating to
organization and good standing, authorization and validity, and absence of
conflict. See Agreement § 5. The Purchaser has made certain
representations, among others, relating to organization, good standing and
authorization, and absence of conflict. See Agreement § 6. The Purchaser
has acknowledged and agreed that, except as to the express representations
and warranties of ODC set forth in Section 5, ODC makes no
representations or warranties whatsoever, express or implied, with respect
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to any matter relating to the Acquired Intellectual Property.
Agreement § 7.

See

j.

Termination Rights. Although not provided in the Agreement, ODC and
Purchaser have agreed that the parties may terminate the Agreement if the
Outside Date does not occur on before May 26, 2016 and if the order
granting the Motion is not entered on before May 12, 2016, among other
customary termination rights. See Agreement §§ 9.3.3 and 9.3.4.

k.

Rule 6004 Waiver. The proposed Sale Order provides that, upon entry,
the Sale Order will be immediately enforceable, notwithstanding
Bankruptcy Rule 6004 and/or any other applicable Bankruptcy Rule. See
Sale Order ¶ 11.

l.

Successor Liability Findings. The Sale Order provides that the
Purchaser shall not be deemed a successor to ODC and shall not be
responsible on account of any successor liability or bulk sales law liability
with respect to the Acquired Intellectual Property, except as provided in
the Agreement.

m.

Record Transfer and Access. The Agreement does not provide for the
transfer to the Purchaser of any books and records of ODC. See
Agreement § 1.2.

n.

Distribution of Sale Proceeds. Neither the Agreement nor the Sale Order
does provide for an allocation of sale proceeds. However, the Committee
may request a modification to the Sale Order prior to the Sale Hearing.

o.

No Break-Up Fee / Expense Reimbursement. The Bidding Procedures
Motion does not request approval or payment of any break-up fee or
expense reimbursement.

15.

ODC seeks to sell its remaining intellectual property rights, including its

domestic and foreign trademarks, domain names, domestic and foreign patents described in the
Agreement and on Schedule 1.1 to thereto (the “Acquired Intellectual Property”). The Acquired
Intellectual Property includes, among other assets, the Brinkmann® marks related to ODCs’
grilling and cooking business, as well as other products.
16.

ODC has determined the Sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property to the

Purchaser or other successful bidder at this point in time is in the best interests of ODC’s estate
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and its creditors. The Acquired Intellectual Property consists primarily of registered trademarks,
domain names and patents.

ODC has ceased manufacturing and distributing products and

services utilizing the Acquired Intellectual Property. Over time, intellectual property assets of
this type lose value or are lost if not utilized in commerce.
17.

ODC further submits that obtaining the stalking horse bid, which allows

for further marketing of the Acquired Intellectual Property, and holding the Auction (if
necessary) on the date specified by the Court, will result in the realization of the highest or
otherwise best consideration for the Acquired Intellectual Property, for the benefit of Seller’s
estate, and its creditors, and stakeholders.
18.

ODC has examined the alternatives to the Sale of the Acquired Intellectual

Property and has determined that a more viable alternative to a sale of the Acquired Intellectual
Property does not exist. ODC has concluded that the sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property
will optimize value for Seller’s estate and creditors.
19.

For the reasons stated above, and in light of the benefits to the estate, ODC

has determined, in the exercise of its business judgment, to consummate the Sale of the Acquired
Intellectual Property under the terms of the Agreement with the Purchaser or, if applicable,
another bidder or combination of bidders in the event that ODC receives a higher or otherwise
better bids for the Acquired Intellectual Property in accordance with the Bidding Procedures.
Relief Requested
20.

ODC is requesting that the Court, inter alia, (a) authorize the Sale of the

Acquired Intellectual Property to the Purchaser pursuant to the Agreement, or alternatively, to
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another successful bidder pursuant to such competing agreement(s) with such other successful
bidder entered into in accordance with the Bidding Procedures Order, (b) authorize such Sale of
the Acquired Intellectual Property to be free and clear of all liens, claims, rights, encumbrances,
or other interests pursuant to sections 105, 363(b), 363(f), and 363(m) of the Bankruptcy Code
(except as otherwise permitted under the Agreement), with such liens, claims, rights,
encumbrances and interests (collectively, the “Liens, Claims, and Encumbrances”) attaching to
the sale proceeds of the Acquired Intellectual Property (the “Sale Proceeds”) with the same
validity (or invalidity), priority and perfection as existed immediately prior to such Sale; and
(c) grant such other relief as may be necessary or appropriate.
Basis for Relief
21.

Section 363(b)(1) of the Bankruptcy Code provides that a debtor, “after

notice and a hearing, may use, sell or lease, other than in the ordinary course of business,
property of the estate.” 11 U.S.C. § 363(b)(1). Section 105(a) provides in relevant part that
“[t]he Court may issue any order, process, or judgment that is necessary or appropriate to carry
out the provisions of this title.” 11 U.S.C. § 105(a).
22.

A sale of the debtor’s assets should be authorized pursuant to section 363

of the Bankruptcy Code if a sound business purpose exists for doing so. See, e.g., In re Martin,
91 F.3d 389, 395 (3d Cir. 1996) (citing Fulton State Bank v. Schipper (In re Schipper), 933 F.2d
513, 515 (7th Cir. 1991)); In re Abbotts Dairies of Pennsylvania, Inc., 788 F.2d 143 (3d Cir.
1986); Stephens Indus., Inc. v. McClung, 789 F.2d 386, 390 (6th Cir. 1986); In re Lionel Corp.,
722 F.2d 1063 (2d Cir. 1983); In re Titusville Country Club, 128 B.R. 396 (W.D. Pa. 1991); In re
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Delaware & Hudson Railway Co., 124 B.R. 169, 176 (D. Del. 1991). The Delaware & Hudson
Railway court rejected the pre-Code “emergency” or “compelling circumstances” standard,
finding the “sound business purpose” standard applicable and, discussing the requirements of
that test under McClung and Lionel, observing:
A non-exhaustive list of factors to consider in determining
if there is a sound business purpose for the sale include:
the proportionate value of the asset to the estate as a whole;
the amount of elapsed time since the filing; the likelihood
that a plan of reorganization will be proposed and
confirmed in the near future; the effect of the proposed
disposition of the future plan of reorganization; the amount
of proceeds to be obtained from the sale versus appraised
values of the Property; and whether the asset is decreasing
or increasing in value.
Delaware & Hudson Railway, 124 B.R. at 176.
23.

The Delaware & Hudson Railway court further held that “[o]nce a court is

satisfied that there is a sound business reason or an emergency justifying the pre-confirmation
sale, the court must also determine that the trustee has provided the interested parties with
adequate and reasonable notice, that the sale price is fair and reasonable and that the Purchaser is
proceeding in good faith.” Id.
24.

ODC has proposed the Sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property after

thorough consideration of all viable alternatives and has concluded that the proposed Sale is
supported by sound business reasons. ODC has extensively marketed the Acquired Intellectual
Property and has proposed Bidding Procedures designed to maximize the purchase price realized
from any sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property. Further, the marketing of the Acquired
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Intellectual Property up to the proposed deadline for competing bids will provide a sufficient
opportunity to generate any potential overbids and maximize recovery for ODC’s creditors.
25.

Based on the foregoing, ODC has articulated sound business reasons for a

sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property on the proposed schedule. See, e.g., In re Tempo
Tech., 202 B.R. 363, 369-70 (D. Del. 1996) (approving a sale of all of the debtor’s assets, within
a month after the petition date, where the debtor faced a cash shortfall, operated in an industry
where there were few potential buyers, and anticipated continuing losses and a decline in value
of the bankruptcy estates); Delaware & Hudson Railway, 124 B.R. at 177 (affirming the
bankruptcy court’s approval of a sale of substantially all of the debtor’s assets where the debtor
would have been “in liquidation mode if required to delay a sale until after filing a disclosure
statement and obtaining approval for a reorganization plan”); Titusville Country Club, 128 B.R.
at 400 (granting an expedited hearing on a motion to approve a sale as a result of “deterioration”
of the debtor’s assets); Coastal Indus., Inc. v. Internal Revenue Service (In re Coastal Indus.,
Inc.), 63 B.R. 361, 366-69 (Bankr. N.D. Ohio 1986) (approving an expedited sale pursuant to
section 363(b) five weeks after the petition date where the debtor was suffering operating losses).
26.

ODC believes that, as a result of the marketing efforts that have been

undertaken and that it will continue to undertake, the highest or otherwise best offer for the
Acquired Intellectual Property obtained through the proposed Bidding Procedures and Auction
will provide maximum value to ODC under the current circumstances. Other potential buyers
and parties that have expressed interest in the acquisition of the Acquired Intellectual Property
will be served with this Sale Motion and/or notice thereof and contacted by Hilco Streambank.
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The fairness and reasonableness of the consideration to be paid by the successful bidder is
demonstrated by the marketing efforts that ODC has undertaken, and will continue to undertake,
followed by a fair and reasonable sale process including a potential auction, and culminating in
the sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property. As noted herein, notice of this Sale Motion, as
well as of the Bidding Procedures Motion, will be served by ODC on potential bidders, as well
as known putative lienholders and other parties in interest.
27.

The Sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property is supported by sound

business reasons and is in the best interests of ODC and its estate. Accordingly, ODC requests
approval under section 363(b) of the Bankruptcy Code of the Sale to the Purchaser or other
Successful Bidder, as set forth herein.
The Proposed Sale Satisfies the Requirements of Section 363(f) of the
Bankruptcy Code for a Sale Free and Clear of Liens, Claims, and Encumbrances
28.

Section 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code provides:

The trustee may sell property under subsection (b) or (c) of this
section free and clear of any interest in such Property of an entity
other than the estate, only if –
(1) applicable nonbankruptcy law permits sale of such property
free and clear of such interest;
(2) such entity consents;
(3) such interest is a lien and the price at which such property is to
be sold is greater than the aggregate value of all liens on such
property;
(4) such interest is in a bona fide dispute; or
(5) such entity could be compelled, in a legal or equitable
proceeding, to accept a money satisfaction of such interest.
11 U.S.C. § 363(f).
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Section 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code provides for the sale of assets “free

and clear of any interests.” The term “any interest,” as used in section 363(f), is not defined
anywhere in the Bankruptcy Code. Folger Adam Security v. DeMatteis/MacGregor, JV, 209
F.3d 252, 259 (3d Cir. 2000). In Folger Adam, the Third Circuit specifically addressed the scope
of the term “any interest.” 209 F.3d at 258. The Third Circuit observed that while some courts
have “narrowly interpreted that phrase to mean only in rem interests in Property,” the trend in
modern cases is toward “a broader interpretation which includes other obligations that may flow
from ownership of the Property.” Id. at 258 (citing 3 Collier on Bankruptcy ¶ 363.06[1]). As
determined by the Fourth Circuit in In re Leckie Smokeless Coal Co., 99 F.3d 573, 581-582 (4th
Cir. 1996), a case cited approvingly and extensively by the Third Circuit in Folger Adam, the
scope of 11 U.S.C. § 363(f) is not limited to in rem interests. Thus, the Third Circuit in Folger
Adam made clear that debtors “could sell their assets under §363(f) free and clear of successor
liability that otherwise would have arisen under federal statute.” Folger Adam, 209 F.3d at 258.
30.

Section 363(f) is drafted in the disjunctive. Thus, satisfaction of any of

the requirements enumerated therein will suffice to warrant the sale of the Acquired Intellectual
Property free and clear of all of the applicable Liens, Claims and Encumbrances, except with
respect to any Liens, Claims and Encumbrances that may be permitted under the Agreement.
See Citicorp Homeowners Services, Inc. v. Elliot, 94 B.R. 343, 345 (E.D. Pa. 1988). ODC
submits that each Lien, Claim, and Encumbrance that is not an assumed liability satisfies at least
one of the five conditions of section 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code, and that any such Lien,
Claim, or Encumbrance will be adequately protected by having it attach to the Sale Proceeds,
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subject to any claims and defenses ODC may possess with respect thereto. ODC accordingly
requests authority to convey the Acquired Intellectual Property to the Purchaser or other
successful bidder(s), free and clear of all Liens, Claims, and Encumbrances except for the Liens,
Claims, and Encumbrances that expressly permitted under the terms of the Agreement, with such
Liens, Claims, and Encumbrances to attach to the Sale Proceeds, with the same validity (or
invalidity), priority and perfection as existed immediately prior to the Sale, subject to the terms
of the Agreement and the Sale Order.
31.

The Debtors have already conducted a UCC search and other lien searches

of purported lienholders in conjunction with the proposed Sale of the Acquired Intellectual
Property. ODC will serve such purported lienholders with notice of this Sale Motion and will
serve notice of the Sale Order out of an abundance of caution, to the extent there are any other
secured creditors, (a) applicable non bankruptcy law permits sale of the Acquired Intellectual
Property free and clear of such creditors’ claims, or (b) such creditors could be compelled, in a
legal or equitable proceeding, to accept a money satisfaction of their claims.
32.

Accordingly, this Court should approve the Sale of the Acquired

Intellectual Property to the Purchaser (or other successful bidder) free and clear of Liens, Claims,
and Encumbrances under Bankruptcy Code section 363(f), and any potential claimants should be
compelled to look exclusively to the proceeds of the Sale for satisfaction of their claims.
Good Faith Under Section 363(m) of the Bankruptcy Code;
Sale Not In Violation of Section 363(n) of the Bankruptcy Code
33.
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The reversal or modification on appeal of an authorization under
subsection (b) or (c) of this section of a sale or lease of Property
does not affect the validity of a sale or lease under such
authorization to an entity that purchased or leased such Property in
good faith, whether or not such entity knew of the pendency of the
appeal, unless such authorization and such sale or lease were
stayed pending appeal.
11 U.S.C. § 363(m). Section 363(n) of the Bankruptcy Code, among other things, provides, in
turn, that a trustee may avoid a sale under such section if the sale price was controlled by an
agreement among potential bidders as the sale.

See 11 U.S.C. § 363(n).

Although the

Bankruptcy Code does not define “good faith,” the Third Circuit in In re Abbotts Dairies of
Pennsylvania, Inc., 788 F.2d 143 (3d Cir. 1986), held that:
[t]he requirement that a Buyer act in good faith . . speaks to the
integrity of his conduct in the course of the sale proceedings.
Typically, the misconduct that would destroy a Buyer’s good faith
status at a judicial sale involves fraud, collusion between the Buyer
and other bidders or the trustee, or an attempt to take grossly unfair
advantage of other bidders.
788 F.2d at 147 (citations omitted).
34.

The Agreement was negotiated at arms’ length and the Purchaser has

acted in good faith, without collusion or fraud of any kind, and in compliance with the Abbotts
Dairies standards. Neither ODC nor the Purchaser (to the best of ODC’s knowledge) have
engaged in any conduct that would prevent the application of section 363(m) of the Bankruptcy
Code or otherwise implicate section 363(n) of the Bankruptcy Code with respect to the
consummation of the Sale or the transfer of the Acquired Intellectual Property to the Purchaser.
In addition, if a party other than the Purchaser is the successful bidder, ODC intends to make an
appropriate showing at the Sale Hearing that the purchase agreement with the other Successful
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Bidder is a negotiated, arms’ length transaction, in which the Successful Bidder at all times has
acted in good faith under and otherwise in accordance with such standards.
35.

ODC thus requests that the Court find that the Purchaser or the successful

bidder has purchased the Acquired Intellectual Property in good faith within the meaning of
section 363(m) of the Bankruptcy Code and is entitled to the protections of sections 363(m) and
(n) of the Bankruptcy Code.
Notice
36.

A copy of this Motion will be provided to (a) the Office of the United

States Trustee; (b) counsel to the Committee; (c) all parties who are known by ODC to assert
liens with respect to the Acquired Intellectual Property, if any; (d) any entities who executed
non-disclosure agreements with ODC in connection with a potential acquisition of any or all of
the Intellectual Property or whom ODC believes may have an interest in bidding; (e) the
Purchaser and its counsel; and (f) all parties who have timely filed requests for notice under Rule
2002 of the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure. ODC respectfully submits that such notice
is sufficient, and request that the Court find that no further notice of the relief requested herein is
required.
37.

ODC requests, pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 6004(h) and any other

applicable Bankruptcy Rule, that the order approving the Sale Motion becomes effective
immediately upon its entry.
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No Prior Request
38.

No prior request for the relief sought in this Sale Motion has been made to

this or any other court.
Conclusion
39.

The proposed Sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property as described in

this Sale Motion is supported by sound business reasons, as set forth herein. The proposed Sale
is proper, necessary and serves the best interests of ODC, its estate and creditors, and all parties
in interest.

ODC thus request that the Court approve the proposed Sale of the Acquired

Intellectual Property free and clear of all interests, liens, claims, and encumbrances, as requested,
to the Purchaser or other Successful Bidder.
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WHEREFORE, ODC respectfully requests that the Court (i) grant the Sale
Motion and authorize the Sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property to the Purchaser or other
successful bidder and approve the Agreement, pursuant to the attached proposed order; (ii)
approve the form and manner of notice of the Sale Motion, and (iii) grant such other and further
relief as is just and proper.
Dated: March 26, 2016

PACHULSKI STANG ZIEHL & JONES LLP
/s/ Colin R. Robinson
Jeffrey N. Pomerantz (CA Bar No.143717)
Michael R. Seidl (DE Bar No. 3889)
Joshua M. Fried (CA Bar No. 181541)
Colin R. Robinson (DE Bar No. 5524)
919 North Market Street, 17th Floor
P.O. Box 8705
Wilmington, DE 19899-8705
Telephone: 302/652-4100
Facsimile: 302/652-4400
E-mail:
jpomerantz@pszjlaw.com
mseidl @pszjlaw.com
jfried@pszjlaw.com
crobinson@pszjlaw.com
Counsel for the Debtors and Debtors in Possession
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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE

In re:

) Chapter 11
)
MALIBU LIGHTING CORPORATION, et al.,1 ) Case No. 15-12080 (KG)
)
Debtors.
) (Jointly Administered)
Objection Deadline: May 4, 2016 at 4:00 p.m. (Eastern time)
Hearing Date: May 11, 2016 at 10:00 a.m. (Eastern time)

NOTICE OF MOTION OF OF DEBTOR OUTDOOR DIRECT CORPORATION F/K/A
THE BRINKMANN CORPORATION FOR ORDER (A) APPROVING ASSET
PURCHASE AGREEMENT AND AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF THE
DEBTOR’S INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; (B) AUTHORIZING THE
SALE OF ASSETS FREE AND CLEAR OF ALL LIENS, CLAIMS, RIGHTS,
ENCUMBRANCES AND OTHER INTERESTS PURSUANT TO BANKRUPTCY CODE
SECTIONS 105, 363(B), 363(F) AND 363(M); AND (C) GRANTING RELATED RELIEF
TO:

a) the Office of the United States Trustee; (b) counsel to the Committee; (c) all parties
who are known by ODC to assert liens with respect to the Acquired Intellectual Property,
if any; (d) any entities who executed non-disclosure agreements with ODC in connection
with a potential acquisition of any or all of the Intellectual Property or whom ODC
believes may have an interest in bidding; (e) the Purchaser and its counsel; and (f) all
parties who have timely filed requests for notice under Rule 2002 of the Federal Rules of
Bankruptcy Procedure.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on March 26, 2016, the above-captioned debtors

and debtors in possession (the “Debtors”) filed the Motion of Debtor Outdoor Direct
Corporation f/k/a The Brinkmann Corporation for Order (A) Approving Asset Purchase
Agreement and Authorizing the Sale of the Debtor’s Intellectual Property; (B) Authorizing the
Sale of Assets Free and Clear of All Liens, Claims, Rights, Encumbrances and Other Interests
Pursuant to Bankruptcy Code Sections 105, 363(b), 363(f) and 363(m); and (C) Granting
Related Relief (the “Motion”) with the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of
The Debtors, together with the last four digits of each Debtor’s tax identification number, are: Malibu Lighting
Corporation (0556); Outdoor Direct Corporation f/k/a The Brinkmann Corporation (9246); NC Estate Corporation.
(1153); Q-Beam Corporation (1560); Smoke ‘N Pit Corporation (9951); Treasure Sensor Corporation (9938); and
Stubbs Collections, Inc. (6615). The location of the Debtors’ headquarters and service address is 4215 McEwen
Road, Dallas, TX 75244.
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Delaware, 824 North Market Street, Wilmington, Delaware 19801 (the “Bankruptcy Court”). A
copy of the Motion is attached hereto.
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that any response or objection to the
entry of an order with respect to the relief sought in the Motion must be filed with the
Bankruptcy Court on or before May 4, 2016, at 4:00 p.m. prevailing Eastern time.
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE that at the same time, you must also
serve a copy of the response or objection upon: (i) counsel to the Debtors: (a) Pachulski Stang
Ziehl & Jones LLP, 919 North Market Street, 17th Floor, Wilmington, DE 19801, Attn: Michael
R. Seidl, Esq., mseidl@pszjlaw.com, and (b) Pachulski Stang Ziehl & Jones LLP, 10100 Santa
Monica Blvd., 13th Floor, Los Angeles, California 90067, Attn: Jeffrey N. Pomerantz,
jpomerantz@pszjlaw.com; (ii) counsel for Bank of America, N.A. as Agent, Issuer, and
Guaranty Agent, (a) Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney, PC, 919 North Market Street, Suite 1500,
Wilmington, DE 19801, Attn: Kathleen A. Murphy, Esq., kathleen.murphy@bipc.com and
(b) Bryan Cave LLP, Two North Central Avenue, Suite 2200, Phoenix, AZ, Attn: Robert J.
Miller, Esq., rjmiller@bryancave.com and Brian C. Walsh, Esq., bcwalsh@bryancave.com;
(iii) Office of the U.S. Trustee, 844 King Street, Suite 2207, Lockbox 35, Wilmington, DE
19801, Attn: Linda Casey, linda.casey@usdoj.gov; and (iv) counsel for Comerica Bank: (a)
Jackson Waller L.L.P., 1401 McKinney Street, Suite 1900, Houston, TX 77010, Attn: Bruce J.
Ruzinsky, Esq., bruzinsky@jw.com, and (b) Buchanan Ingersoll & Rooney PC, 919 North
Market Street, Suite 1500, Wilmington, DE 19801-3046, Attn: Peter J. Duhig, Esq.,
peter.duhig@bipc.com.
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PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE THAT IF YOU FAIL TO RESPOND IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THIS NOTICE, THE COURT MAY GRANT THE RELIEF
REQUESTED IN THE MOTION WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE OR HEARING.
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE THAT A HEARING TO CONSIDER
THE RELIEF SOUGHT IN THE MOTION WILL BE HELD ON MAY 11, 2016, AT 10:00
A.M. PREVAILING EASTERN TIME BEFORE THE HONORABLE KEVIN GROSS,
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY JUDGE, AT THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY
COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE, 824 NORTH MARKET STREET, SIXTH
FLOOR, COURTROOM 3, WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19801.
Dated: March 26, 2016

PACHULSKI STANG ZIEHL & JONES LLP
/s/ Colin R. Robinson
Jeffrey N. Pomerantz (CA Bar No.143717)
Michael R. Seidl (DE Bar No. 3889)
Joshua M. Fried (CA Bar No. 181541)
Colin R. Robinson (DE Bar No. 5524)
919 North Market Street, 17th Floor
P.O. Box 8705
Wilmington, DE 19899-8705
Telephone: 302/652-4100
Facsimile: 302/652-4400
E-mail:
jpomerantz@pszjlaw.com
mlitvak@pszjlaw.com
mseidl@pszjlaw.com
crobinson@pszjlaw.com
Counsel to the Debtors and Debtors in Possession
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ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT
This Asset Purchase Agreement (the "Agreement") is made and entered into as of February -’
2016 (the "Effective Dale") by and between LightStar Corporation, a Delaware corporation ("Buyer"),
and Outdoor Direct Corporation, a Texas corporation formerly known as The Brinkmann Corporation, as
Chapter 11 debtor in possession ("Seller"). In this Agreement, Buyer and Seller are each sometimes
referred to individually as a "Party" and collectively as "Parties."
RECITALS
The Parties hereby acknowledge that:
On October 8, 2015, Seller and Q-Beam Corporation ("QBC’) filed voluntary petitions
A.
for relief under Chapter 11 of Title I 1 of the United States Code, 11 U.S.C. Sections 101 el seq. (the
"Bankruptcy Code") in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware (the
"Bankruptcy (’owl"), commencing case number 15-12080 (such case, the "chapter ii Case"). By order
entered by the Bankruptcy Court on October 9, 2015, the Chapter 1 1 Cases of Seller and QBC are being
jointly administered (the "Jointly Administered Bankruptcy cases").
On the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and pursuant to Sections 363 and 365 of
C.
the Bankruptcy Code, Seller wishes to sell to Buyer, and Buyer wishes to purchase from Seller, certain
assets of Seller, all as more particularly set forth below.
AGREEMENT
In consideration of their respective covenants set forth herein, the Parties agree as follows:
1.

Transfer of Assets.

Purchase and Sale of Assets. On the Closing Date, as hereinafter defined, and on
1.1
the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth. Seller shall sell, assign, transfer, convey and deliver to
Buyer, and Buyer shall purchase, acquire, accept and receive from Seller, Seller’s right, title and interest
as of the Closing Date in and to all Intellectual Property Rights (as defined in the Bill of Sale - IP
Property attached hereto) and other similar proprietary rights, in each case in any jurisdiction, whether
registered or unregistered, including, without limitation, (x) the Seller’s Brinkinannfi brand (the
"Acquired IF"), and (y) any agreements pursuant to which Seller licenses or otherwise has the right to use
any third-party owned Acquired IP to the extent such license or right is transferrable (together with the
Acquired IP, the "IF Property"). Attached hereto as Schedule 1.1 is a schedule of certain IP Property
owned by Seller.
Excluded Assets. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement,
1.2
and for avoidance of doubt, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, any Bill of Sale, or
Schedule 1.1 to the contrary, neither the 1P Property nor any related intellectual property rights shall
include any of the following assets (any such assets, "Excluded Assels"), all of Seller’s right, title and
interest in and to which shall be retained by Seller and shall not be sold to Buyer pursuant to this
Agreement:
Any other rights or assets of Seller of any kind or nature not described in
(a)
Section 1.1 or listed on Schedule 1.1, including, for example, any cash, cash equivalents, marketable
securities, equipment, inventory, books or records or other assets, in each case to the extent not described
in Section 1.1 or identified on Schedule 1.1.
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Instruments of Transfer. The sale, assignment, transfer, conveyance and delivery
1.3
of the IP Property to Buyer shall be made by: (I) assignments, bills of sale, and other instruments of
assignment, transfer and conveyance provided for in Section 3 below and (2) and such other instruments
as may reasonably be requested by Buyer to transfer, convey, assign and deliver the IP Property to Buyer,
but in all events only to the extent that the same do not impose any monetary obligations upon Seller or in
any other respect increase in any material way the burdens imposed by the other provisions of this
Agreement upon Seller. For purposes of preparing the foregoing documents, Seller and Buyer shall
mutually agree on the portion of the Purchase Price (as hereinafter defined) attributable to each of the
items of IP Property.
2.

Consideration.

2.1
Purchase Price. The consideration to be paid by Buyer to Seller for the IP
Property shall be cash in an amount equal to Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($350,000.00) (the
"Purchase Price").
2.2

Earnest Money Deposit.

2.2.1 Concurrently with the mutual execution and delivery of this Agreement,
Buyer shall deposit in the non-interest-bearing client trust account of Seller’s counsel Pachuiski Stang
Ziehi & Jones LLP ("PSZJ"), as an earnest money deposit, the amount of 10% of the Purchase Price (the
"Earnest Money Deposit").
The Earnest Money Deposit shall be held by PSZJ in such client trust
account in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Procedures Order and this Agreement.
2.2.2 At Closing, the Earnest Money Deposit shall be credited and applied
toward the Purchase Price.
2.2.3 If this Agreement terminates without a Closing, PSZJ shall immediately
disburse the Earnest Money Deposit as follows:
(a)

as the Parties direct if this Agreement is terminated in accordance with

Section 9.1:,
(b)
to Seller if this Agreement is terniinated (I) by Buyer if such termination
is in breach of this Agreement or if, at the time of any termination by Buyer, Buyer is in material breach
of this Agreement or (ii) by Seller in accordance with Section 9.3.1; and
(c)

in all other cases, to Buyer.

No Assumption of Liabilities. Buyer will not assume and will not be liable for
2.3
any obligations, commitments, or liabilities of, and claims made or that could have been made against,
Seller (whether absolute, accrued or contingent) related to the 1P Property or otherwise, except for the
following, which Buyer, effective as of the Closing Date, hereby assumes and agrees to pay and perform:
(i) liabilities or obligations incidental to the 1P Property to the extent such liabilities or obligations first
arose or accrued after the Closing Date, including any such obligations or liabilities for ad valorem taxes
applicable to the IP Property and (ii) all liabilities and obligations for taxes as described in Section 3.6
hereof.
3.

Closing Transactions.
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Closing. The purchase and sale of the IP Property provided for herein shall be
3.1
effected and consummated at a closing (the "Closing") in accordance with the terms and conditions
hereof. All actions to be taken on the Closing pursuant to this Agreement shall be deemed to have
occurred simultaneously, and no act, document or transaction shall be deemed to have been taken,
delivered or effected until all such actions, documents and transactions have been taken, delivered or
effected.
3.2
Closing Date. The Closing shall take place on the third (3d) day following the
satisfaction of-the conditions set forth in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 hereof (or the waiver thereof by the
Party entitled to waive that condition) or on such other date (no later than the Outside Date) as may be
agreed to by the Parties in writing. The date on which the Closing shall be held is referred to in this
Agreement as the "Closing Dale."
Seller’s Deliveries to Buyer at Closing. On the Closing Date, Seller shall make
3.3
the following deliveries to Buyer:
A Bill of Sale and Assignment for the IP Property, duly executed by
3.3.1
Seller in the form and on the terms of the bill of sale attached as Exhibit "A" hereto, pursuant to which
Seller transfers and assigns to Buyer its right, title and interest, in and to the IP Property (the "Bill of Sale

- IF Properly").
3.3.2 Any such other documents, ’funds or other things as may be reasonably
required by the Buyer’s attorneys to give effect to the terms of this Agreement, but in all events only to
the extent that the same do not impose any monetary obligations upon Seller or in any other respect
increase in any material way the burdens imposed by the other provisions olthis Agreement upon Seller.
Buyer’s Deliveries to Seller at Closing. On the Closing Date, Buyer shall make
3.4
or cause the following deliveries to Seller:
3.4.1
Written instructions to PSZJ, signed by Buyer, instructing PSZJ to
transfer to Seller, by wire transfer of immediately available funds, the Earnest Money Deposit, which
Earnest Money Deposit shall be applied by Seller as a credit against the Purchase Price;
3.4.2 Wire transfer to an account designated by Seller the full amount of the
Purchase Price, net of the Earnest Money Deposit;
3.4.3 Any such other documents, funds or other things reasonably
contemplated by this Agreement to be delivered by Buyer to Seller at the Closing.
On or about the Closing, Seller and Buyer shall mutually determine all ad
3.5
valorem taxes relating to the IP Property (if any) which (a) accrued (based on tax years of the taxing
entities) but were not paid by Seller during or in respect of any period prior to Closing, and (b) were paid
by Seller in respect of any period following the Closing (tile "Apportionable Expenses"). Seller shall be
responsible for all such Apportionable Expenses accrued prior to the Closing Date and Buyer shall be
responsible for all such Apportionable Expenses accrued after the Closing Date. Seller shall be entitled to
prompt reimbursement from Buyer for any Apportionable Expense accruing after the Closing Date that
Seller has paid. Buyer shall be entitled to prompt reimbursement from Seller for any Apportionable
Expense accruing after the Closing Date that Buyer has paid.
Sales, Use and Other Taxes. Any sales, purchase, transfer, stamp, documentary
3.6
stamp, use or similar taxes under the laws of the states in which any portion of the IP Property is located,
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or any subdivision of any such state, or under any federal law or the laws or regulations of any federal
agency or authority, which may be payable by reason of the sale or transfer of the IP Property under this
Agreement or the transactions contemplated herein shall be borne and paid by Buyer.
Possession. Right to possession of the lP Property, together with all risk of
3.7
damage to or loss thereof, shall transfer to Buyer on the Closing Date. To facilitate the transfer of actual
possession of any IP Property in tangible form, Seller shall cause all IF Property in tangible form to be
located, at the time of the Closing, at [4215 McEwen Road, Dallas, Texas 75244-482], for collection by
Buyer at Buyer’s expense.
Access. From the Effective Date to the Closing Date, and upon prior request by
3.8
Buyer from time to time, Seller shall provide to Buyer, and its employees, representatives and agents, at
Buyer’s own expense, reasonable access to the IP Property; provided, however, that (a) Seller shall not be
under any obligation to provide any access that requires the incurrence or payment of any material
expense, and (b) any such access need only be provided during ordinary business hours and in a manner
reasonably designed to avoid disruption to ordinary business operations.
4.

Conditions Precedent to Closing.

Conditions to Seller’s Obligations. The obligation to make the deliveries
4.1
required of Seller at the Closing Date and otherwise consummate the transaction contemplated herein
shall be subject to the satisfaction (or waiver by Seller) of each of the following conditions:
All of the representations and warranties of Buyer contained herein shall
4.1 .1
continue to be true and correct at the Closing in all material respects.
4.1.2
Buyer shall have delivered, or shall he prepared to deliver, to Seller at
the Closing all cash and other documents required of Buyer to he delivered at the Closing.
4.1.3 No action, suit or other proceedings that is not stayed by the Bankruptcy
Court shall be pending before any court, tribunal or governmental authority seeking or threatening to
restrain or prohibit the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, or seeking to
obtain substantial damages in respect thereof, or involving a claim that consummation thereof would
result in the violation of any law, decree or regulation of any governmental authority having appropriate
jurisdiction.
4.1 .4 Buyer shall have substantially performed or tendered performance of all
material covenants on Buyer’s part to he performed which, by their terms, are required to be performed at
or before the Closing.
4.1.5 The Bankruptcy Court shall have entered the LP Property Sale Order in
accordance with Section 8 below and the IP Property Sale Order shall not have been stayed as of the
Closing Date.
Conditions to Buyer’s Obligations. Buyer’s obligation to make the deliveries
4.2
required of Buyer at the Closing and otherwise consummate the transaction contemplated herein shall be
subject to the satisfaction (or waiver by Buyer) of each of the following conditions:
4.2.1 Seller shall have substantially performed or tendered performance of all
material covenants on its part to be performed which, by their terms, is required to be performed at or
before the Closing.
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4.2.2 All of the representations and warranties of Seller contained herein shall
continue to be true and correct at the Closing in all material respects.

4.2.3

Seller shall have executed and delivered to Buyer the Bill of Sale - JP

Property.
4.2.4 Seller shall have delivered all other documents required of Seller to be
delivered at the Closing.
4.2.5 No action, suit or other proceedings that is not stayed by the Bankruptcy
Court shall be pending before any court, tribunal or governmental authority seeking or threatening to
restrain or prohibit the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, or seeking to
obtain substantial damages in respect thereof, or involving a claim that consummation thereof would
result in the violation of any law, decree or regulation of any governmental authority having appropriate
jurisdiction.
4.2.6 The Bankruptcy Court shall have entered the IP Property Sale Order in
accordance with Section 8 below and the IP Property Sale Order shall not have been stayed as of the
Closing Date.
5.

Seller’s Representations and Warranties.

Seller hereby makes the following representations and warranties to Buyer:
5.1
Organization, Standing and Power. Seller is a corporation duly organized, validly
existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Texas. Seller has all requisite entity power
and authority to own, lease and, subject to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code applicable to debtors in
possession, operate its properties, to carry on Seller’s business as now being conducted. Subject to entry
of the IP Property Sale Order, Seller has the power and authority to execute, deliver and perform this
Agreement and all writings relating hereto.

5.2
Validity and Execution. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered
by Seller and, upon entry of the IP Property Sale Order, will constitute the valid and binding obligation of
Seller enforceable against it in accordance with its terms.
5.3
No Conflict. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.5, and subject to the entry of the
IP Property Sale Order, the consummation of the transactions herein contemplated, and the performance
of, fulfillment of and compliance with the terms and conditions hereof by Seller do not and will not: (i)
conflict with or result in a breach of the articles of incorporation or by-laws of Seller; (ii) violate any
statute, law, rule or regulation, or any order, writ, injunction or decree of any court or governmental
authority, or (iii) violate or conflict with or constitute a material default under any material agreement,
instrument or writing of any nature to which Seller is a Party or by which Seller or its assets or properties
may be bound.
Title: No Liens. The Seller has sole and exclusive title to and right to sell the IP
5.4
Property except as set forth in Schedule 5.5. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.5, the IP Property shall be
transferred to Buyer free and clear of all liens, claims and encumbrances, except for any liens, claims, or
encumbrances (a) related to any Apportionable Expenses, (b) for any liabilities that are the express
responsibility of Buyer under this Agreement, (c) for any taxes or similar assessments relating to the IP
Property not yet due and payable, (d) that do not materially affect the use, enjoyment or resale of the IP
Property or the use and enjoyment of the IP Property, or (e) expressly approved in writing by Buyer.
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5.5
[P Property. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.5, (i) Seller has the power and
authority, subject to the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code applicable to debtors in possession, to assign
its right, title and interest in and to the lP Property in accordance with this Agreement; (ii) Seller has no
actual knowledge (without having conducted any reasonable investigation or inquiry) of any currently
pending third party intellectual property infringement claims, lawsuits, or demands affecting the IP
Property.
6.

Buyer’s Warranties and Representations.

Buyer hereby makes the following representations and warranties to Seller:
Qganization, Standing and Power. Buyer is a corporation duly incorporated,
6.1
validly existing and in good standing under the laws of Delaware. Buyer has all requisite entity power
and authority to own, lease and operate its properties, to carry on its business as now being conducted and
to execute, deliver and perform this Agreement and all writings relating hereto.
Validity and Execution. This Agreement has been duly executed and delivered
6.2
by Buyer and constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Buyer enforceable against it in accordance
with its terms, except as may be limited by any bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium,
fraudulent transfer or other laws (whether statutory, regulatory or decisional), now or hereafter in effect,
relating to or affecting the rights of creditors generally or by equitable principles (regardless of whether
considered in a proceeding at law or in equity).
No Conflict. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and all
6.3
writings relating hereto by Buyer have been duly and validly authorized. The execution and delivery of
this Agreement, the consummation of the transactions herein contemplated, and the performance of,
fulfillment of and compliance with the terms and conditions hereof by Buyer do not and will not:
(i) conflict with or result in a breach of the certificate of certificate of incorporation of Buyer or, if
applicable, other organizational documents or agreements of Buyer; (ii) violate any statute, law, rule or
regulation, or any order, writ, injunction or decree of any court or governmental authority; or (iii) violate
or conflict with or constitute a default under any agreement, instrument or writing of any nature to which
Buyer is a Party or by which Buyer or its assets or properties may be bound.
7.

"AS IS" Transaction,

Buyer hereby acknowledges and agrees that, except only as provided in Section 5, Seller makes
no representations or warranties whatsoever, express or implied, with respect to any matter relating to the
IP Property (including, without limitation, the income or profit derivable from the sale of or the expenses
to be incurred in connection with, the IP Property, the physical condition of any tangible IP Property, the
value of the IP Property (or any portion thereof), the transferability of the IP Property or any portion
thereof, the merchantability or fitness of the [P Property or any other portion of the IP Property for any
particular purpose, or any other matter or thing relating to the 1P Property or any portion thereof).
Without in any way limiting the foregoing, Seller hereby disclaims any warranty (express or implied) of
merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose as to any portion of the 1P Property. Buyer further
acknowledges that Buyer has conducted an independent inspection and investigation of the physical
condition of the IP Property and all such other matters relating to or affecting or comprising the IP
Property as Buyer deemed necessary or appropriate and that in proceeding with its acquisition of the IP
Property, Buyer is doing so based solely upon such independent inspections and investigations.
Accordingly, except only for the representations set forth in Section 5 above (which exception shall be
subject to Section 10.12 hereof), Buyer will accept the IP Property at the Closing "AS IS, "WHERE IS,"
and "WITH ALL FAULTS."
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Bankruotcv Court AnDrovals.

Promptly following the Effective Date (and in no event later than three (3) days thereafter), Seller
will make a motion (the "IPPropertv Sale Motion") for an order by the Bankruptcy Court, which order
shall be in form reasonably satisfactory to Buyer, approving the sale of the [P Property to Buyer, on the
terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement (the "IP Property Sale Order"). Following the filing of
the 1P Property Sale Motion, Seller shall use reasonable efforts to obtain entry of the IP Property Sale
Order.
9.

Termination.

Termination by Mutual Consent. This Agreement may be terminated at any time
9.1
prior to the Closing Date by mutual written agreement of the Parties.
Termination by Either Buyer or Seller. This Agreement may be terminated at
9.2
any time prior to the Closing Date by either Buyer or Seller if any governmental authority shall have
issued an order or taken any other action permanently restraining, enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby and either (i) thirty (30) days shall have elapsed
from the issuance of such order or other action and such order or other action has not been removed or
vacated, or (ii) such order or other action shall have become final and non-appealable.
Termination by Seller. This Agreement may be terminated at any time prior to
9.3
the Closing Date by Seller as follows:
9.3.1 if there has been a material breach by Buyer, it being agreed that Seller
shall not have the right to so terminate this Agreement unless Buyer has failed to cure the applicable
default within five (5) days following its receipt of written notice thereof from Seller;
93.2 if Seller’s condition precedent specified in Section 4.1 shall not have
been satisfied or waived and shall have become impossible to satisfy, unless the failure of such condition
to have been satisfied was caused primarily by a material breach by Seller; or
9.3.3 if the IP Property Sale Order is not entered by the Bankruptcy Court on
or before 5:00 p.m. Eastern time on
, 2016 (the "IP Order Entry Date"); or
Eastern time on

9.3.4 if the Closing Date shall not have occurred on or before 5:00 p.m.
, 2016 (the "Oucide Dale").

Termination by Buyer. This Agreement may be terminated at any time prior to
9.4
the Closing Date by Buyer as follows:
9.4.1

if there has been a material breach by Seller;

9.4.2 if any Buyer’s condition precedent specified in Section 4.2 shall not have
been satisfied or waived and shall have become impossible to satisfy, unless the failure of such condition
to have been satisfied was caused primarily by a material breach by Buyer;
9.4.3 if either of the Jointly Administered Bankruptcy Cases is dismissed or
converted to a case under chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy Code;
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9.4.4 upon the closing of the sale (in a single transaction or a series of
transactions) of the IP Property or the sale of a material portion of the IP Property to any Person other
than Buyer or a designee of Buyer, which sale has been approved by entry of an order of the Bankruptcy
Court;
9.4.5 if the lP Property Sale Order is not entered by the Bankruptcy Court on
or before 5:00 p.m. Eastern time on the IP Order Entry Date; or
9.4.6 if the Closing Date shall not have occurred on or before 5:00 p.m.
Eastern time on the Outside Date.
Effect of Termination. In the event of termination by either Party of this
9.5
Agreement pursuant to this Section 9, written notice thereof shall as promptly as practicable be given to
the other Party and thereupon this Agreement shall terminate and the transactions contemplated hereby
shall be abandoned without further action by the Parties hereto. Upon termination of this Agreement, (a)
this Agreement shall cease to have any force or effect and the Parties shall cease to have any further
obligation or liability hereunder to each other, except for any material breach occurring on or before the
date of such termination and except pursuant to Section 2.2.3 (return of Earnest Money Deposit), this
Section 9.5 (Effect of Termination), and Sections 10.1 (Attorneys’ Fees), iQ
(Notices), !Q
(Severability), 10.10 (Payment of Fees and Expenses), 10.11 (Limitation of Liability), J..QJ. (NonRecourse), and iQ (Jurisdiction), as such obligations are affected by any defined terms contained
herein relating thereto or any general principles of interpretation or construction set forth in Section
iQJ) and (b) all filings, applications and other submissions made pursuant to the transactions
contemplated hereby shall, to the extent practicable, be withdrawn from the government authority or
person to which made.
10.

Miscellaneous,

10.1
Attorneys’ Fees. In the event that either Party hereto brings an action or other
proceeding to enforce or interpret the terms and provisions of this Agreement, the prevailing Party in that
action or proceeding shall be entitled to have and recover from the non-prevailing Party all such fees,
costs and expenses (including, without limitation, all court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees) as the
prevailing Party may suffer or incur in the pursuit or defense of such action or proceeding.
Notices. Unless otherwise provided herein, any notice, tender, or delivery to be
10.2
given hereunder by any Party to the other may be effected by personal delivery in writing, or by
registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested or by e-mail. Notices effected by
personal delivery or email transmission shall be deemed to have been given immediately upon such
delivery or transmission and notices effected by registered or certified mail shall be deemed to have been
given two (2) business days after the date of mailing. Notices shall be addressed as set forth below, but
each Party may change its address by written notice in accordance with this Section 10.2.
If to Seller:

Outdoor Direct Corporation
300 Athens Brick Road
Athens, Texas 75751
Ann: Mr. David Baker
Email: dbaker@auroramp.com

With a copy to: Pachuiski Stang Ziehi & Jones LLP
10100 Santa Monica Boulevard, 13" Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90067
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Attn: Jeffrey N. Pomerantz, Esq.
E-mail: jpomerantz@pszjlaw.com
To Buyer:

LightStar Corporation
Michael D. Warner, Esq.
Cole Schotz, P.C.
301 Commerce Street, Suite 1700
Fort Worth. TX 76462
Fax: 817-810-5265
E-mail: mincoleschotz.com
do

10.3
Entire Agreement. This Agreement and any written Confidentiality Agreement
between Buyer and Seller relating to the transactions contemplated hereby, and the documents to be
executed pursuant hereto, contain the entire agreement between the Parties relating to the sale of the IP
Property.
Modification. This Agreement may he modified, amended or supplemented only
10.4
by a written instrument duly executed by all the Parties hereto.
Severability. Should any term, provision or paragraph of this Agreement be
10.5
determined to be illegal or void or of no force and effect, the balance of the Agreement shall survive.
10.6
Captions. All captions and headings contained in this Agreement are for
convenience of reference only and shall not be construed to limit or extend the terms or conditions of this
Agreement.
10.7
Further Assurances. Each Party hereto will execute, acknowledge and deliver
any further assurance, documents and instruments reasonably requested by any other Party for the
purpose of giving effect to the transactions contemplated herein or the intentions of the Parties with
respect thereto; provided that such obligation shall not be deemed to require Seller to assume, incur or pay
any material cost or expense or otherwise accept any burden, obligation or liability that materially
increases those otherwise imposed upon Seller by this Agreement.
Waiver. No waiver of any of the provisions of this Agreement shall be deemed,
10.8
or shall constitute, a waiver of other provisions, whether or not similar, nor shall any waiver constitute a
continuing waiver. No waiver shall be binding unless executed in writing by the Party making the
waiver; provided, however, that the consent of a Party to the Closing shall constitute a waiver by such
Party of any condition precedent to Closing not satisfied as of the Closing Date.
10.9
Brokerage Obligations. Seller and the Buyer each represent and warrant to the
other that, other than Piper Jaffrey and Hilco-Streambank (all of whose fees, commissions and other
compensation shall be borne and paid solely by Seller pursuant to a separate agreement between Seller
and such entities), such Party has incurred no liability to any broker or agent with respect to the payment
of any commission or other compensation regarding the consummation of the transaction contemplated
hereby.
10.10 Payment of Fees and Expenses. Except as otherwise expressly provided in this
Agreement, each Party to this Agreement shall be responsible for, and shall pay, all of its own fees and
expenses, including those of its counsel, incurred in the negotiation, preparation and consummation of the
Agreement and the transaction described herein.
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10.1 1 Limitation of Liability. No Party shall have any liability or obligation under or
by reason of this Agreement for any punitive, special. indirect, incidental or consequential damages
whatsoever, including, but not limited to loss of profits or business interruptidns. in no event shall Seller
have any liability or obligation under or by reason of this Agreement in any amount exceeding the
Purchase Price.
10.12 Survival. The respective representations and warranties of Buyer and Seller
under Section 5 and Section 6 of this Agreement, respectively, shall lapse and cease to be of any further
force or effect effective upon the Closing. Except as provided in the immediately preceding sentence, the
covenants and agreements of Seller and Buyer herein, or in any certificates or other documents delivered
prior to or at the Closing, shall not be deemed waived or otherwise affected by the Closing.
10.13 Assignments. This Agreement shall not be assigned by any Party hereto without
the prior written consent of the other Party hereto, which consent the Parties may grant or withhold in
their sole and absolute discretion; provided, that Buyer shall be permitted to assign its right to purchase
all or any portion of the IP Property to any one or more affiliates of Buyer and provided further that any
such assignment(s) shall in no way release or relieve Buyer from any liability or obligation under this
Agreement.
10.14 Binding Effect. This Agreement shall bind and inure to the benefit of the
respective heirs, personal representatives, successors, and assigns of the Parties hereto.
10.15 Applicable Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the Bankruptcy Code and to the extent not inconsistent with the Bankruptcy Code, the
law of the State of Delaware applicable to contracts made and performed in such State.
10.16 Construction. in the interpretation and construction of this Agreement, the
Parties acknowledge that the terms hereof reflect extensive negotiations between the Parties and that this
Agreement shall not be deemed, for the purpose of construction and interpretation, drafted by either Party
hereto.
10.17 Counterparts. This Agreement may be signed in counterparts. The Parties
further agree that this Agreement may be executed by the exchange of facsimile signature pages provided
that by doing so the Parties agree upon request of the other Party to undertake to provide original
signatures as soon thereafter as reasonable in the circumstances.
10.18 Non-Recourse. No past, present or future director, officer, employee, or
incorporator of Buyer or Seller shall have any liability for any obligation or liability of Buyer or Seller
under this Agreement or for any claim, counter-claim, cause of action or demand based on, in respect of,
or by reason of, the transactions contemplated hereby except for any claim against any individual based
on the fraud or gross negligence of such individual in connection with any representations of Buyer or
Seller hereunder.
10.19 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence in this Agreement, and all of the
terms, covenants and conditions hereof.
10.20 Jurisdiction.
10.20.1 Without limiting any Party’s right to appeal any order of the Bankruptcy
Court, the Bankruptcy Court shall retain exclusive jurisdiction to enforce the terms of this Agreement and
to decide any claims or disputes which may arise or result from, or be connected with, this Agreement,
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any breach or default hereunder, or the transactions contemplated hereby, and any and all proceedings
related to the foregoing shall be filed and maintained only in the Bankruptcy Court, and the Parties hereby
consent to and submit to the jurisdiction and venue of the Bankruptcy Court and shall receive notices at
such locations as indicated in Section 10.1 hereof. The Parties hereby irrevocably waive, to the fullest
extent permitted by applicable law, any objection which they may now or hereafter have to the laying of
venue of any such dispute brought in such court or any defense of inconvenient forum for the
maintenance of such dispute. Each of the Parties agrees that a judgment in any such dispute may be
enforced in otlierjurisdictions by suit on the judgment or in any other manner provided by law.
10.20.2 Each of the Parties hereby consents to process being served by any other
Party in any suit, action or proceeding by personal delivery of a copy thereof in accordance with the
provisions of Section 10.1.
10.21 Interpretation and Rules of Construction. In this Agreement, except to the extent
that the context otherwise requires:
10.21 .1 when a reference is made in this Agreement to an Article, Section,
Exhibit or Schedule, such reference is to an Article or Section of, or an Exhibit or a Schedule to, this
Agreement unless otherwise indicated;
1021.2 the headings and captions used in this Agreement are for reference
purposes only and do not affect in any way the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement;
10.21.3 whenever the words "include," "includes" or "including" are used in this
Agreement, they are deemed to be followed by the words "without limitation";
10.21.4 the words "hereof," "herein" and "hereunder" and works of similar
import, when used in this Agreement, refer to this Agreement as a whole and not to any particular
provision of this Agreement;
10.21.5 all terms defined in this Agreement have the defined meanings when
used in any certificate or other document made or delivered pursuant hereto, unless otherwise defined
therein;
10.21.6 the definitions contained in this Agreement are applicable to the singular
as well as the plural forms of such terms;
10.21.7 any law defined or referred to herein or in any agreement or instrument
that is referred to herein means such law or statute as from time to time amended, modified or
supplemented, including by succession of comparable successor laws;
10.2 1.8 references to a person are also to its permitted successors and assigns;
and
10.21.9 the use of "or" is not intended to be exclusive unless expressly indicated
otherwise.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF. Buyer and Seller have executed this Agreement as of the day and year
first above written.
BUYER:
LightStar Corporation
a Delaware Corporation
By:
Name.
Its:

’J r

SELLER:
Outdoor Direct Corporation,
a Texas Corporation,
Debtor and Debtor in Possession
By:
Name:
Its:
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THE BRINKMANN CORPORATION
U.S. TRADEMARKS
TRADEMARK

TYPE

OWNER

DATE OF FIRST USE

FILING DATE

SERIAL NUMBER

PUB. DATE

REG. DATE

REG. NUMBER

NTL CLASP

BACIIROADS

Word

TBC

08101178

08/04/00

761103,119

05129101

07/30/02

2602271

IC 011

GOODS & SERVICES
Portable outdoor barbecue grills and smokers. Irailerable heavy duty barbecue grills and
smokers, and replacement parts therefor.

BRINKMANN

WordvDesign

TBC

06112/78

11113178

731193,053

09/16/80

05112/81

1153730

IC 009

Electrical Extension Cords, Brackets, (Radar Detectors; and Electronic Metal Detectors,
Head Phones and Search Co/s(, and Electric Connectors for Use Therewith.

BRINKMANN

Word*Desgn

TBC

08/2078

11113/78

73/193.053

09116180

05112101

1153730

IC 011

Charcoal Fired and Electric Roasting. Grilling and Barbecue Cookers for Domestic Use and
Portable Electric Lights and Filters, and Replacement Lamps.

BRINKMANN

Word

TBC

06113/78

01/17/03

761483,115

10/05104

03/03115

4693679

IC 009

BRINKMANN

Word

TBC

0110189

01117/03

761979,024

10/05104

06/08/10

3797964

IC 004

BRINKMANN

Word

TBC

01101t79

01/17103

76/979.024

10105/04

D610811 3797964

IC 006

Metal birdbaths; metal compost bins, metal garden hose hangers, and metal tubs and
metal flashlight key rings.

BRINKMANN

Word

TBC

01/01190

01/17103

761979,024

10/05104

06108110

3797964

IC 007

Vacuum cleaners and accessories, namely, brushes and suction nozzles for vacuum
cleaners, vacuum cleaner hoses and hose adapters, filters, filler bags for vacuum cleaners.
vacuum cleaner extension wands, vacuum cleaner crevice tools, vacuum cleaner doll/es.
and accessory kits comprising vacuum cleaner brushes. suction nozzles, hoses, vacuum
cleaner extension wands and vacuum cleaner crevice tools

BRINKMANN

Word

TBC

01101/90

01117103

761979,024

10105104

06108110

3797964

IC 008

Hand tools, namely, protractor saw guides and multi-purpose hand tools comprising pliers,
knife blades, screwdrivers, hole punches, bottle openers, can openers, fish scalers and files
in one unit hand utensils, namely, meat hooks

BRINKMftTJN

Word

TBC

06/f 2/78

01/17/03

76/979,024

10/05/04

06/08/10

3797964

IC 009

Batteries; wall mount brackets for battery chargers and flashlight cooking thermometers;
electrical extension cords, electric connectors; electric converters; electronic mineral and
metal detectors, flashlight and spotlight accessories sold together or separately, namely,
transmitters, tighter plugs and filter caps

IC 011

Barbecue grills and smokers, gas cookers and gas flyers, combined Ouldcot gas grills
comprised of a grill, side burner, hanging rack In a worming area, kitchen sink and Ice
bucket; replacement parts and accessories for barbecue grills and smokers and gas
cookers and gas fryers sold separately, namely, charcoal lighters and charcoal starters;
lighting products, namely, flashlights, spotlights, electric and fluorescent lanterns.
rechargeable lights and spotlights, low collage and solar-powered tights, electric night lights
for outdoor work use, underwater and buoy lights used for fishing; flashlight and spotlight
replacement parts and accessories sold together, namely, replacement bulbs, nylon and
leather carry cases and holster and bell holders; flashlight and spotlight replacement parts
and accessories sold separately, namely, replacement bulbs; replacement parts and
accessories for barbecue grills, smokers, gas cooker and gas fryers sold separately,
Wheelbarrows and hand carts for carrying weighted objects and dollies

BRINKMANN

Motion sensitive outdoor lights.

Charcoal briquettes and wood chunks for use in smoking and grilling food.

Word

TBC

09101/75

01/17103

761979,024

10105104

06108/10

3797964

BRINKMANN

Word

TBC

01/01190

01117/03

76/979,024

10/05/04

06/09110

3797964

IC 012

BRINKMARN

Word

TBC

08101/92

01117103

761979,024

10105/04

06108110

3797964

IC 021

BRINKMAI4N

Word

TBC

01101/79

01/17103

761979.024

10/05104

06108110

3797964

IC 030

BRINKMANN

Word

TBC

01101/90

11/19112

851782.978

05/14113

07120113

4375386

IC 021

BRINKMANN

Word

TBC

01/01/90

11/19112

851792,989

05114113

57130/13

4375387

IC 021

Grill covers

BRINKMANN

Word

TBC

08/31109

02107113

e5/8.43958

05107/13

07123/13

4372626

IC 021

Cooking and grilling tools, namely longs

BRINKMANN BACKYARD KITCHEN

Word

TBC

10131100

101/1/00

761145,244

10/22102

11/04103

2779986

IC 011

Combined outdoor grill and kitchen appliance units comprised of gas grills, sinks and
coolers.

BRINKMANN OUTDOOR LIVING

Word

TBC

02/28/14

07102/10

85/077.551

06107111

07/01114

4560539

IC 004

Charcoal lighter fluid; charcoal briquettes; wood chips for smoking, grilling, and flavoring
foods; candle torches; patio torches

BRINKMW4N OUTDOOR LIVING

Word

TBC

02128114

07102/10

851077,554

01110/12

06117/14

4552003

IC 006

BRINKMANN OUTDOOR LIVING

Word

TBC

02/28114

0102/10

85/077,556

06/07111

07101114

4560040

IC 557

BRINKMANN OUTDOOR LIVING

Word

TBC

02128/14

97102/10

85/077,558

06107/11

07/08114

4564403

10008

House wares and garden accessones. namely, pails, rinsing tubs. dust pans, metal pans for
use an drain pans, watering cans, trash cans, bird feeders
Seasonings and spices
Cooking and grilling tools and accessories, namely, pots and metal cooking strainers

Metal accessories and replacement parts for electric lighting fixtures, namely, cable clips,
caps, gaskets, lens cages, metal clips for timers, pivots, hooks, knobs, risers, screws,
stakes, and wire rope fittings of metal, namely, sockets; metal accessories and replacement
parts for grilling products, namely, ash guards, base doorstops, casters, chests. 005cr pins.
Mrs, door kits and assemblies, door handles, fireboxes, grates, hinge pins, hose hangers,
meal racks, parts kits containing tools and hardware, shelf brackets, support rings, and
wheels; metal gardening products, namely, birdbaths, compost bins, and hose hangers;
Listeners for use in boats; tubs; and shelf brackets
Vacuum cleaners and their components, namely, brushes, crevice tools, dust fillers and
bags, cleaner bugs, cleaner hoses, hose adapters, pumps, suction nozzles, and extension
wends; power-operated sprayers for insecticides; aides and aIde caps for grills
Hand tools, namely, digging tools for burying cables, files, Ice picks, tongs, protractor saw
guides, can openers, pliers, screwdrivers, scalers, and meat honks; household utensils,
namely, knives, forks, and spoons
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IC 009

IC 011

Accessories and replacement parts for portable lighting products, namely, batteries, battery
chargers, battery packs, buttery sticks, carrying cases, lens titters, and specialty holsters;
optical lens covers; plug-in connectors; electronic mineral and metal detectors; wall mount
brackets; extension cords, electric outlet bones; electric outlet boo covers; electric outlets;
electric plugs; cooking thermometers; LED, low voltage and HID light controls; accessories
and replacement parts for electric lighting tortures, namely, battery packs, bulbs, cables,
cable connectors, caps for lighting fotures, converters, decorative hooks, decorative rods,
electric couplings, electric wires, conductors and connection fittings therefor, electrical
connector housings, elect/cal controllers. electrical terminal blocks, gaskets for light
Mures, glass lantern globes, knobs, lamps, lens cages, lens covers, lenses, light reflectors,
metal clips for timers, mounting rings, poles with electrical sources in protective covers, riser
assemblies, risers, screws, sockets for electric lights, stakes, timers, power distribution
boxes, replacement bulbs, rechargeable electric batteries. sheathes for electric cables,
Electric lighting fixtures, namely, landscape lighting, lanterns, LED (light emitting diode)
lighting fixtures, Iowvoltage fixtures, solar powered lighting fotures, bollards, candle
lanterns. ceiling fans, ceiling lights, deck tights, decorative lights for use nearer under
water, electric light decorative strings, electrical lighting Wares for use with 120. 110 and 12
walt voltage. HID light todures, luminaries, night lights, outdoor patio umbrella lighting, rope
lights for trees, shrubs and bushes, tree landscape lighting, lhrtrrres that drape or hang from
outdoor paso umbrellas, torches, well lights, and well lights; titers, healers and pumps sold
in combination for use in outdoor landscape gardens, pools, and ponds; misting systems
and mats for outdoor cooling for use alone or with Outdoor chairs and lounges; misting
systems and mats with elentnic lighting; outdoor automated mist systems for Insect and post
control; accessories and replacement parts for electric lighting tortures, namely, cables,
cable connectors, conductors and connection fittings therefor, converters, covers, electric
plugs, electric cords, electric couplings, electric sensors, electric wires, electrical connector
housings, electrical controllers, electrical terminal blocks, poles with electrical sources In
protective covers, power distribution booes, replacement bulbs, rechargeable electric
batteries, risers, sheath" for electric cables, solar batteries, sockets for electric lights, solar
ponds, timers, transformers, and voltage regulators for electric power, portable lighting
products, namely, flashlights, fluorescent lamps and tubes, floodhghts, hand-held
combination spotlights and flashlights, headlamps, lanterns, search lights, spotlights, and
tactical tiashlights; accessories for portable lighting products, namely, fiber optic
attachments for use with flashlights, portable electric fans, ceiling fans, electric heaters. and
patio heaters; underwater and buoy lights used for fishing; bailer lights for boats; optical
ens covers, plug-in connectors; light reflectors, wall mount brackets; electric bulbs; electric
amps, electric outlet bones; electric outlet boo corers; electric outlets; trailer lights; grilling
products, namely, barbecue grills, charcoal grills, electric grills, gas grills. ovens, roasters,
rotisseries, smokers, stoves, trailerable heavy duty grills and smokers, folding portable
grills, gas and electric deep fat cookers and fryers. replacement ports and accessories for
grilling products, namely. air vents and air vent dampers, ash collector bones, ash pans, ash
lays. aides. ar/c caps, bezels, burners, canopies, canopy grommets, carts, cart brackets,
cotter pins, crossover channels. domes, doors, door kits, base door stops, drawers, drawer
kits, drip pans, end caps, prebooes, grate adjusters, grates. grease cups, grease cup
brackets, grill basket guides, grill basket hangers, grill baskets, grill covers, grill lights, grill
scrubbers, handle slops, handles. heat shield plates. heat shields. heating elements, hinge
pins, hood bumper stops, hood Leer inserts, hoods, hoses, hubcaps, Igniter rubber caps,
kink plates, knobs. iaca rocks, legs, lids, meat racks, name plates, packaged kits containing
grill assembly components and tools, pan brackets, panel bases, panel frames, panel
supports, panels, pans, pivots, power cords, rails, regulators, shelves, ode tables, spark
igniters, springs, support rings. tables and carts designed to hold grills, thermometer
gauges. warming trays, water pans, wheels, wood chips, weed flakes, and natural gas
wits for

Case 15-12080-KG

BRINKMANN OUTDOOR LIVING

Word

TBC

02128114

07102/10
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IC 012

Wheelbarrows; dollies; filled covers for boats and marine vehicles; hand carts for carrying
weighted objects utility trailers for portable grills; carts for grills; can brackets; canopies and
canopy grommets for grills: grill heat shields, and grill heat shield plates

IC 020

Non-metal accessories and replacement parts for electric lighting tbtures, namely. caps.
clips for timers, hooks, knobs, riser assemblies, risers, screws, stakes. wall brackets, and
shelf brackets, plastic decorative mounting hardware used in the assembling and securing
or Christmas decorations, namely, hooks, stakes, supports and tree clips; non-metal
casters; cad brackets; bins: storage racks; fasteners, non-metal key rings; non-metal
support rings for grills; wall brackets; shell brackets; gazing globes; and patio furniture

BRINKMANN OUTDOOR LIVING

Word

TBC

02128114

07/02110

BRINKMANN OUTDOOR LIVING

Word

TBC

02128114

07102110

85/077,582

01117/12

05/13114

4529804

IC 021

Cooking and grilling tools and accessories, namely, ash guards, ash pans, charcoal water
pans, ceramic tile inlays, cooking skewers, cooking tool sets, drip pans, fireboxes, graters.
griddles, grill covers, grill scrubbers, grates, grease trays, ice containers, kitchen tongs.
marinade injectors, meal racks, paddles, pan liners, pots, skimmers, spatulas, wire baskets,
wire brushes, and natural gas conversion kits comprising hoses and tools for hook.up;
tunnels; and camping grills

BRINKMANN OUTDOOR LIVING

Word

TBC

02128/14

57102110

85/577504

01/24112

05156/14

4526031

IC 024

Oven mitts; untitled covers for boats and marine vehicles; and swags for electric tight
tirdures

BRINKMANN OUTDOOR LIVING

Word

TBC

02/28/14

07102110

851077,509

06/21/11

57/08114

4564404

IC 527

BRINKMANN OUTDOOR LIVING

Word

TOC

02/30114

07102/15

85/077.590

05/24111

07/01114

4565541

IC 030

CIMARRON

Word

TBC

10131/90

03/18/03

76/490,013

05/10105

50102105

2980409

IC 511

COOK’N CA’JUN

Word

TBC

53155/71

1101102

761468,669

0709103

1001/03

2775202

IC 011

851077,571

01117/12

04/22/14

4518005

ti/nil mats

COOK’N CA’JUN

WordaDesign

TBC

03105/71

05126171

721393,142

10103/72

944069

IC 011

ENDURA

Word

TBC

02103/98

09119/00

761132,005

53119/02

06/11/02

2577651

IC 011

GRILL KING

Word

TBC

06130/99

11/15112

051780,330

PENDING

PENDING

PENDING

IC 011

HOME/GUARD

Word

TBC

09/16107

04157/09

73791685

0602/89

11114159

1565776

IC 011

LONGHORN

Word

TOC

10151/99

00153/55

761103,301

06112/01

02/11103

2687113

IC 011

MR MEAT SMOKER

Word

TBC

05116/75

09/58/93

74/434,292

5406194

07119/94

1045540

IC 011

PAGODA

Word

TBC

02117190

5509/01

76065,107

04106/09

0604/08

3451674

IC 011

PITMASTER

Word

TBC

04123/93

08115/94

74/561,082

00115/94

56/04196

1977685

IC 511

POW-R-VAC

Word

180

10127167

10130190

74/110.875

10/30/90

05/26192

1688801

10509

ROADMASTER

Word

TBC

10151/90

08154155

761153,120

06104155

07/30/02

2652272

10011

SMOKE KING

Word

TBC

1208102

0100163

73/411,417

0108/83

54115/94

1273424

10011

SMOKE ’N GRILL

Word

TBC

09/01/75

00/22/50

76/133,949

09/22/00

00/06102

2603776

IC 011

SMOKE ’N PIT

Word

TBC

02115/63

10117/60

731282,166

10/13181

01155/02

1184641

/0011

59114/93

07/19/94

1045322

IC 004

Seasonings, marinades, flavorings. and dry rubs
Portable outdoor barbecue grills and smokers, and pads therefor.
Cooking apparatus, namely. gas, charcoal, and electric smokers, grills and cookers
Gas gashing unit and charcoal grill smoker
electric outdoor lights
Gnus, namely, barbecue grills, charcoal grills, gas grills and folding portable charcloal,
propane and gas grills; barbecue smokers
Rechargeable electric lights.
Portable outdoor barbecue grills and smokers, [Irailerable heapoduty barbecue grills and
smokers, ] and pads therefor.
Food preparation equipment, namely, portable electric and charcoal cookers and parts and
componenets therefor for commercial or domestic use.
Electric outdoor lights.
barbeque smokers, namely units for smoke cooking and gnlling at fund.
electric vacuum cleaners for domestic use.
Portable outdoor barbecue grills and smokers, Inalterable heavy duty barbecue grills and
"mokers, and replacement parts therefor.
Smoker Grill
barbecue galls and smokers.
Roasting and barbecuing pits.
hickory and mesquite wood smoking briquets,

SMOKER’S BLEND

Word

TBC

02101/93

08/14193

741435,977

SMOKESHOP

Word

TBC

54/51/94

0202/94

741493,374

53122194

04/09196

1966142

SMOKESHOP

Word

TOC

04151/94

0202/94

741493,374

0202194

04109/96

1966142

SMOKESHOP

Word

TBC

54/01/94

02122/94

74/493,374

02122194

04109/96

SMOKESHOP

Word

TEC

04151194

0202/94

74/493,374

02/22/94

SMOKESHOP

Word

TOC

04/01/94

02/22194

74/493,374

SMOKESHOP

Word

TBC

04101/94

52/22/94

SOLAR GALLERY

Word

TBC

02110/50

59119150

SOLAR MAX

Word

TOC

01110109

0301169

73/788,462

0301109

1101/09

1567050

IC 011

Solar powered electric outdoor lights,

SPORTSMAN SMOKER

Word

TOO

02/17/77

1103/10

95/103,654

1003/12

01/08/13

4270495

IC 011

barbeque smokers, namely, units for smoke cooking and grilling at fond; replacement parts
for barbeque smokers, namely, legs, doors, bodies, charcoal pans, water pans. grill grates.
domes, support brackets and handles: and accessories for barbecue smokers, namely,

I

10004

charcoal briquettes, wood smoking briquettes and wood chunks for use In smoking and
grilling toed.

C 009

electric converters.

1966142

IC OIl

outdoor cooking grills, electric, gas and charcoal outdoor cookers and smoker grills for
domestic use, and metal ash guards for outdoors cooking and smoking grills: electric
heating elements for cooking appliances; and filled covers for outdoor cooking grills made

04/09/96

1965142

IC 021

skewers and crab tongs; metal water pans, rib racks, and strainer and smoker baskets for
cooking.

0202194

04109196

1966142

/0024

74/493,374

02/22/94

04109/96

1966142

IC 030

761132,004

09/19/00

0800102

2608851

IC 011

oven
spices
electric Outdoor lights
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STILLWATER

Word

TBC

10101/98

08104/00

761103,121

08104100

08127/02

2613294

Ic 011

Portable outdoor barbecue grills and smokers. (Ira/crab/c heavy duty barbecue grills and
smokers, ] and replacement parts therefor.

TRAILMASTER

Word

TBC

10/01/96

08/03/00

76/103,201

06/03/00

07/02/02

2589591

IC 011

Portable outdoor barbecue grills and smokers. [trailerable heacyduty barbecue grills and
smokers, ] and replacement parts therefor.

TREASURE SENSOR

Word

TBC

03/01176

0800/01

761302,606

08/20/01

06/06102

2604522

IC 009

URBAN PRAIRIE

Word

TBC

0106/01

10115102

781174,707

10115/02

12121/04

2912654

IC Oil

WEEKENDER

Word

TBC

02/08/93

01111195

74/620,066

01/11195

1108195

1936846

IC 011

WINDY

Word

TBC

02117/82

03119182

73/3bb,b19

03/19182

11108/83

1256766

ICOI1

j

Electronic mineral and metal detectors.
Solar-powered outdoor lighting.
smokers and grills, namely barbecue smokers and barbecue grills used in food preparation
rtaeans
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THE BRINKMANN CORPORATION
FOREIGN TRADEMARKS
TRADEMARK
ORINKMANN (Word Mark)

COUNTRY
CA

OWNER
DATE OF FIRST USE
FEC
09101175

FILING DATE
09112/00

REG.DATE
06/17104

REG.NUMBER
1MA613,042

INTLCLASS
no class system

GOODS &SERVICES
Barbecues, smokers and gnus, portable electric lights, flashlights, yardlights, light frutures. spol/ights, and solar rechargeable /5515,
and accessories therefor, namely replacement lamps and filters; charcoal tired and electric roasting, grill

JRINKMANN (Word Mark)

CO

TBC

09101175

00/22100

10121101

1654070

IC 011

Barbecues, Smokers and grills; portable electric lights; flashlights (electric torch), yard lights; spotlights, solar rechargeable lights,
lighting apparatus and installations,

JRINKMANN (Word Mark)

EU

TBC

09101/75

07/31/00

10/23/01

1704537

IC 511

Apparatus for lighting, heating and cooking; barbecues; barbecue apparatus; smokers; grills
portable electric lights, flash lights, yard
lights, light fiDdures, spotlights, solar rechargeable lights; light bulbs; biters for lights; lamps; parts
’
and fittings for all the aforesaid goods

.JRINKMANN )Word Mark)

HK

TBC

09/01/75

57131/05

10/23102

1372212002

IC 011

Barbecues, smoke grills, grills; portable electric lights, flashlights, lights for outdoor use, light fotures, spotlights, solar rechargeable
lights and parts and fittings therefor. replacement lamps and lens covers for Blgering light beam for spotlight

BRINKMANN (Word Mark)

JP

TBC

09/01175

00/15100

1/16/01

4522252

IC 011

barbecues, smokers and grills; portable electric lights, flashlights, yard lights, light rrutures, spotlights, and solar rechargeable lights,
and accessories therefor- namely, replacement lamps and filters

r/RINKMANN (Word Mark)

MX

FEC

09101(75

07/31/00

11127/01

723856

IC 011

SMOKE ’N GRILL

CA

TBC

09101175

11101179

11/04100

252007

no clans system

parrillas )aparatos para cocinar), asador )aparalos para cocinar); aparatos do atombrado porfatilen; lamparas sordas, lintercas
icfernas de alumbrado, lamparas i/c patio, aparatos do alambrado tales como taros de nehiculos, faroles, instalaclaces i/c
’lumbrado, luces sutures plan accesor/os i/n tcdcs los produclos antes mencenados Incluldos en esla close coma fisros )partes i/c
barbecue grills and smokers.

SMOKE ’N PIT

CA

TBC

09/16175

11/01/79

03/20191

256935

no class system

Electronic roasting and grilling barbacire cooker for domestic use.

SMOKE ’N PIT

JP

TBC

55/29/50

09127165

1608080

C 011

Roasting and grilling barbecue cooker for domestic use

SPORTSMAN SMOKER

CA

TBC

04/15177

11101179

10116161

IMA 263463

no clans system

Electric roasting and grilling barbecue cooker for domestic rise.

TREASURE SENSOR

CA

J T IIC

05129776

11/01(79

09/29190

249,912

no class system

Electronic mineral and metal detector and accessories for plastic ground marks for use with electronic mineral and metal detector

Case 15-12080-KG

Domain Name
brinkmann2d.com
brinkmannconsumer.com
brinkmannconsumer.net
brinkmanncorp.com
brinkmanncorp.net
brinkmanncorporation.com
brinkmanncorporation.net
brinkmannlighting.com
brinkmannlighting.net
brinkmannlink.com
brinkmannlink.net
brinkmannoutlet.com
brinkmannoutlet.net
brinkmannparts.net
brinkmann products. net
brinkmannsolar.com
brinkmannsolar.net
brinkmannspecialmarkets.com
brinkmanoutlet.com
brinkmanoutletnet
grillking.com
grillpartsonline.com
grill partsonline.net
grillpartspro.net
grillsmokerstore.com
malibu2d.net
maxfiregrill.com
maxfiregrill.net
maxfiregrills.com
maxfiregrills.net
outdoorlightingstore.com
remingtonapparel.com
remingtonhuntingapparel.com
thebrinkmancorp.com
thebrinkmancorp.net
thebrinkmanncorp.com
thebrinkmanncorp.info
thebrinkmanncorp.net
thebrinkmanncorp.x-yz
thebrinkmanncorporation.com
thebrinkmanncorporation.net

Account No.

Points To

23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837
23338837

authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authns1.gwest.netauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest. net lauthns2.gwest.net
authns1.gwest.netauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netIauthns2.gwest.net
authns1gwest.netauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netIauthns2.gwestnet
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authns1.gwest.netauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netIauthns2.gwest.net
authns1.gwest.netauthns2.gwestnet
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest. net lauthns2.gwest.net
authns1.gwest. net authns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.net I authns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netIauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest. net lauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest. net lauthns2gwest.net
authns1.gwest.netauthns2.gwest.net
authnsl.gwest.netlauthns2.gwest.net
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Private Folder Auto Renew Expiration Date WHOIS Administrative Contact WHOIS Technical Contact
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No

Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
I Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
DefauIt
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
efault
DefauLt
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
efault
Default
Default

On
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
On
Off
Off
On
Off
On
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off
Off

11/7/2016
11/17/2017
11/17/2017
9/29/2015
2/3/2019
8/31/2016
2/5/2019
11/17/2017
11/17/2017
11/17/2017
11/17/2017
3/18/2016
3/18/2016
11/17/2017
3/24/2019
11/17/2017
11/17/2017
4/12/2019
3/18/2016
3/18/2016
5/2/2017
8/30/2017
7/27/2017
2/20/2019
5/20/2015
11/7/2016
7/6/2015
7/6/2015
7/6/2015
7/6/2015
5/20/2015
2/15/2019
7/11/2017
12/27/2016
12/27/2016
4/9/2019
4/9/2016
12/27/2016
6/9/2015
3/24/2019
3/24/2019

The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
Domain Contact
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
Domain Contact
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
Domain Contact
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact

The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
Domain Contact
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
Domain Contact
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
Domain Contact
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact
Domain Contact

Account Holder
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
The Brinkmann Corporation
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THE BRINKMANN CORPORATION
U.S.! FOREIGN UTILITY PATENTS - GRILLS
DESCRIPTION

PATENT NAME

Natural gas conversion kit (139303>

STOP MECHANISM FOR REGULATING
THE FLOW OF GAS TO A GAS GRILLING

Gas cooking appliance having an automatic gas shutoff mechanism

AUTO-GAS SHUT OFF VALVE

New quick assembly cart (155884)

QUICK ASSEMBLY GRILL AND METHOD

Propane tank fuel gauge (172172)

PROPANE TANK FUEL GAUGE FOR
ffARBECUE GRILL
BARBECUE GRILL HAVING HANDLE WITH
LIGHTING DEVICE

BBQ gel) with handle light (172173)
Continuation in Part of New quick assembly cart (195345)

QUICK ASSEMBLY GRILL AND METHOD

Universal crossover channel

UNIVERSAL CROSSOVER CHANNEL FOR
GAS GRILLS

r.

PATENT TYPE

OWNER

APP. DATE

APP. NO.

Provisional
Utility
Provisional
Utility
Provisional
Utility
Provisional
Utility
Provisional
Utility
Provisional
Utility
PCT (CA)
PCT )CN)
PCT )MX)

TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC

08/08/08
08/07/09
04/30/09
02/26110
04123/09
07/21/11
09128112
09/27/13
09/28112
09127113
04/23/09
12/06/13
PENDING
PENDING
07/09/14

61/087,561
121537,827
61/174,111
12/713,422
61/172,178
13/188,198
61/707,694
14/040,445
611707727
14/040,458
61/172,178
141099,755
PENDING
PENDING
MXJAl20161500257

PUB. DATE

PUB. NO.

02/10/11

2011/0030501

DESCRIPTION

PATENT NAME

04/10/12

201010275897

8151,786
8602,017

04/03114

2014/0090635

PENDING

PENDING

04103/14

2014/0090633

PENDING

PENDING

06/19/14
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING

2014/0165992
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING

9,211,036
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING

12115/15
PENDING
PENDING
PENDING

FILING

APP. NUMBER

PATENT

ISSUE

TBC

05/17/01

29/142161

0462,562

09/10/02

Brinkmann Backyard Kitchen

OUTDOOR KITCHEN GRILL

TBC

09/19/00

29/129,750

0476,188

06/24/03

Vertical Smoker Heavy-Duty Charcoal / Wood Smoker & Grill

VERTICAL SMOKER

TBC

02/05/03

29/175536

D493,328

07/27/04

Turkey Fryer Stand

TURKEY FRYER STAND

TBC

09/26103

291190696

D503,068

03/22/05

Single Burner Camp Stove

PORTABLE STOVE

TBC

03/25104

29/202,180

0512,264

12/06/05

Two Burner Camp Stove

PORTABLE STOVE

TBC

04/30/04

29/204596

D514,871

02/14/06

Ultra High-End SS Grill (4905)

GRILL

TBC

09/21/05

29/238842

D536,918

02/20/07

Ultra High-End SS Grill Lid (Model 4905)

GRILL LID

TBC

12/07/06

29/269,786

0554,944

11/13/07

J-Lid 6330 and 6340

GRILL LID

TBC

04/25/06

29/258778

D557,066

12/11/07
12/11/07

2007 Charcoal Version A2 Grill Lid

GRILL LID

TBC

07/07/06

29/262,700

D557,067

4400RB Grill Lid

GRILL LID

TBC

02/09107

29/272,511

D557,068

12/11/07

Drop-In Lid

GRILL LID

TBC

06114106

291261,581

D557,555

12/18/07

6345 Target Seamless Lid

GRILL LID

TBC

06/14/06

29/261,584

D557,556

12118/07

Model HD Xcast 5BA Grill Lid

GRILL LID

TEC

08/29/06

29/265,406

D557,557

12/18/07

6320 RB Beveled Lid

GRILL LID

TBC

09/01/06

29/265,568

D557,558

12/18/07

2007 Charcoal Version B2 Grill Lid

GRILL LID

TBC

07/07/06

29/262,701

D558,518

01/01/08

Professional Charcoal Grill

GRILL

TBC

06/01106

29/260,908

D560,415

01/29108

Island Grill

GRILL

TBC

06/23/06

29/262,040

D560,416

01/29/08

2007 Charcoal Version A2 Grill

GRILL

TBC

07/07/06

29/262,699

D560,417

01/29/08

Model HD Xcast 5BA Grill

GRILL

TBC

08/29106

29/265,403

D560,418

01/29/08

Chef’s Island Grill

GRILL

TBC

01/09/07

29/271,112

D560,419

01/29/08

6320R AD Grill Lid - Smiley Face

GRILL LID

TBC

11/30106

29/269,570

D562,629

02/26/08

Grill Lid (Split Lid)

GRILL LID

TBC

05/21/07

D562,630

02/26/08

1

08/18115

2012/0017890

OWNER

29/286,928

9,110,491

11104/10

COOKING STOVE

1

ISSUE DATE

01/26/12
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U.S. DESIGN PATENTS - GRILLS
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6320RC D Elec-Tech Island Grill

GRILL

TBC

08/29/06

29/265402

D563,150

03/04/08

Grill Lid (Wraparound Cast)

GRILL LID

TBC

07/26/07

29/289,709

D572,973

07/15108

Grill (8750 Luxury Island)

GRILL

TBC

03/19/06

29/301850

D581,198

11/25/08

Grill (8550 Grill)

GRILL

TBC

03/19/08

29/301,849

0581,199

11/25/08

Triple-Function Grill (Cont’n)

GRILL

TBC

01/11/08

29/294,461

D584,562

01/13/09

Vertical Smoker 5505

VERTICAL SMOKER

TBC

06/17/08

29/319,925

D586,608

02/17/09

Grill (3246 Dual Zone)

GRILL

TBC

06/17/08

29/319,923

0586,609

02/17/09

Grill (8410)

GRILL LID

TBC

06/17/08

29/319,919

D586,615

02/17/09

Grill Lid (Boxy Lid)

GRILL LID

TBC

08/31/07

29/291,515

0587,525

03/03/09

Vertical Gas Smoker- 2 Door

VERTICAL GAS SMOKER

TBC

12/24/08

291313,307

D598,698

08/25/09

Grill (9425)

GRILL LID

TBC

01129/09

291313,668

D604,557

11/24/09

Grill Lid (9520)

GRILL LID

TBC

02/12/09

29/313,794

D604,558

11/24/09

Dual Smoker (3821)

SMOKER

TBC

05/20/10

29/349,925

D636,217

04/19111

Grill Lid (1750)

GRILL LID

TBC

02/16/10

29/348,877

D651,455

01/03/12

Grill Lid (2410)

GRILL LID

TBC

01/04/11

29/372,734

0656,786

04/03/12

Mini Tailgate Grill - 9390 - with Half Griddle

GRILL

TBC

04/08/11

29/389,321

0657,183

04/10/12

Mini Tailgate Grill - 9490 - with Full Griddle

GRILL

TBC

04/08/11

29/389,327

0656,773

04/03/12

Partitioned Grill (2390)

GRILL

TBC

05103/11

29/391,107

0662,347

06/26/12

Dual Function Charcoal/Gas Split Lid (3250) (161456)

GRILL

TBC

07/22/11

29/397,943

0671,788

12/04/12

* - Listed as Brinkman (with only one N) in PTO database
** - Listed as Erinkrann in PTO database

THE BRINKMANN CORPORATION
FOREIGN PATENTS GRILLS
-

DESCRIPTION

PATENT

COUNTRY

PATENT

ISSUE DATE

Brinkmann Backyard Kitchen

OUTDOOR KITCHEN GRILL

Design

Benelux

33465-00

02/21/02

Brinkmann Backyard Kitchen

OUTDOOR KITCHEN GRILL

Design

France

635733-740

11/28/01

Brinkmann Backyard Kitchen

OUTDOOR KITCHEN GRILL

Design

Germany

40102689.2

05/07/01

Brinkmann Backyard Kitchen

OUTDOOR KITCHEN GRILL

Design

Great Britain

2100337

09/19/00

Brinkmann Backyard Kitchen

OUTDOOR KITCHEN GRILL

Design

Hong Kong

110383.3

08/16/02

Brinkmann Backyard Kitchen

OUTDOOR KITCHEN GRILL

Design

Japan

1129964S

11/02/01

Brinkmann Backyard Kitchen

OUTDOOR KITCHEN GRILL

Design

Mexico

16001

01/23/04

PATENT NAME
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THE BRINKMANN CORPORATION
U.S. DESIGN PATENTS - SOLAR LIGHTING
DESCRIPTION
Hanging Cypress Solar Galleryfi Metal Series
Cypress Solar Galleryfi Metal Series
Victorian Solar Galleryfi Metal Series
Victorian II Solar Galleryfi Metal Series
Kettle Lantern Solar Renaissance II
Pagoda Lantern Solar Renaissance
Fill Torch Solar Renaissance
Tulip Solar Renaissance II
New Victorian - Target Model
Modern Pagoda Solar Renaissance II
Round Lantern Solar Galleryfi Metal Series
Main Street - Target
Patio Light Solar Gallery(g) Metal Series
Urban Prairie Solar Renaissance
Window Pane Pagoda Solar Renaissance
Round Lantern Solary Galleryfi Metal Series
Ranch - Target Model
Coach Light & Hanging Coach Light Endurafi Series
Mission Light / Hanging Mission Light Endurafi Series
Post Light Solar Gallerfi Metal Series
Post Light Solar Galleryfi Metal Series
Modern Tier Solar Galleryfi Metal Series
Traditional Tier Solar Galleryfi Metal Series
Crossbar Pagoda Solar Galleryfi Metal Series
Post Light II Solar Galleryfi Metal Series
Tiffany Solar Light
Flare Solar Light
Mirrored Flare Solar Light
Solar Spotlight
Solar Path Light
Solar Address Post Light
Solar Rotisserie Motor
Solar Wall Sconce (Octagon)
Patterned Lens Model
Classic Lantern
Heritage in Bronze
Candle Lantern
Beveled Light
Solar Spotlight
Target Round Lantern
Target SL-8
Target Large Tier
Solar Panel
Solar Powered Outdoor Light (Black Mini Window

PATENT NAME
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR
IT_
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLARF"""-’-D OUTDOOR LIGHT_
SOLARPOWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT SOLARk’EPEDOUT
DOOR LIGHT
SOLARI
OUTDOOR
SOLAR Povv<o OUTDOOR LIGHT SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT_
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT_
SOaR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OUT Li 1.,’. LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED 0U DOOR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OU DO OR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED 0’ JT000R LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR
.IGHT
"
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLARPOWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR LIGHT
SOLARADDRESS LIGHT
SOLOR ROTISSERIE MOTOR
LIGHT FIXTURE
SOLAR-POWERED OUTDOOR .IGHT
SOLAR-POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR-POWERED
)R LIGHT
SOLAR-POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR-POWERED OUTDOOR ,IGHT
SOLAR-POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
AR-POWERED LIGHT AR-POWERED LIGHT
SOLAR-POWERED LIGHT
SOLAR PANEL
SOLAR LIGHT

OWNER
FILING DATE
APP. NUMBER
TBC
1138,178
TBC
291134,905
0
TBC
’)
/134,996
TBC
/134,955
TBC
1
/138,177
TBC
1
/138,179
TBC
/137,805
1
TB
104/10/01
/140,073
T
11
/140,070
IBC
/1
1140,072
TBC
0411
/140,071
TBC
/165,238
TBC
/165.237
TBC
/165,234
IBC
/165,235
TBC
02119/03 /176,294
TBC
- 29/182,368
ITBC
211
/176,299
ITBC
02tl 9103 /176,298
ITBC
02119/03 /176,292
ITBC
1
/192,540
ITBC
10/24/03
/192,541
TBC
10/24/03 - 29/192.534
IBC
1
/192,535
TBC
10/24/03 1192.539
TBC
091
TBC
076
FBC
067
TBC
.791
TBC
686
TBC
626
TBC
041
IBC
1
824
TBC
7
927
TBC
7
932
BC
926
TBC
930
TBC
931
TBC
7_
929
1’,
933
C08117107 217
C
.932
ITBC
7
576
ITEX,
0
.662

PATENT
D475,797
D458,702
D461, 921
D455,514
D457,978
D457,676
D464,158
D462,134
963
D461,578
D461,577
77.683
4 .819
D477,890
D482.478
D485,386
D499,503
D492 437
D490,556
.084
D508,581
D494,699
D492,055
D504,189
D497,684
D527,133
1)530,034
1)529,652
U557,435
1)528,242
D529,217
1)567,760
D553,286
1)563,584
1)563,016
>563,015
1)563,585
1)563,586
D574,532
D564,690
1)573,287
1)565,773
D567,170
D629,551

ISSUE
10103
/11/02 -

/1
/1
1

-

1/1
01/13104 1
-

/16/05
17/04
122/04
119/05
110/26104
22/06
110110/06
110/03/06
12111/07
09/12/06
09126/06
04/29/08
10/16/07
/04/08
26/08
26/08
/04108
/04108
/05108
18108
/15/08
/01/08
04/22/08
12/21/10
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THE BRINKMANN CORPORATION
FOREIGN PATENTS - SOLAR LIGHTING
DESCRIPTION
Solar Max SL-2 and SL-3
SL-7 Solar Home Security Motion Detector
Solar Path Light
Solar Path Light
Patterned Lens Model
Patterned Lens Model
Classic Lantern
Classic Lantern
Solar Spotlight
Solar Spotlight
Heritage in Bronze
Heritage in Bronze
Candle Lantern
Candle Lantern
BeveledLight
Beveled Light

PATENT NAME
SOLAR POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
LIGHT AND MOTION SENSOR
SOLAR LIGHT
SOLAR LIGHT
SOLAR-POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR-POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR-POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR-POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR-POWERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR- P O W E RED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR-POWE R ED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR-P OW E R ED OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR-P"--D OUTDOOR LIGHT
SOLAR-F" WERED OUTDOOR LIGHT
OP LIGHT
SOLAR-F-’"--DOU
SOLAR-I ,,, EREDOUTDOOR Lk,rlT

PATENT
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
IDesign

COUNTRY
France
France
Canada
Germany
Canada
China
Canada
China
Canada
China
Canada
China
Canada
China
Canada
lChina

PATENT NUMBER
276475
291476
112793
40505192.1
121404
200730152347.9
121408
200730152348.3
121405
ZL200730152352.X
121403
ZL200730152349.8
121406
L200730152350.0
121407
ZL200730152351.5

04/25/90
01/04/91
01/19/07
2/16/05
07/14/08
2/24/08
07114/08
2/24108
04/01108
2/17/08
04/10/08
2/24/08
07114/08
2/24/08
04/10/08
11/26/08

ISSUE DATE

THE BRINKMANN CORPORATION
FOREIGN PATENTS - LOW-VOLTAGE
DESCRIPTION
Heritage Landscape Design Series
Heritage Landscape Design Series
Heritage Landscape Design Series
Heritage Landscape Design Series
Heritage Landscape Design Series
Sierra Landscape Design Series
Sierra Landscape Design Series
Sierra Landscape Design Series
Sierra Landscape Design Series
Sierra Landscape Design Series
Premier Landscape Design Series
Premier Landscape Design Series
Premier Landscape Design Series
Premier Landscape Design Series
Premier Landscape Design Series
Premier Landscape Design Series
Low Voltage Outdoor Light Fixture Low Voltage Outdoor Light Fixture Low Voltage Outdoor Light Fixture Low Voltage Outdoor Light Fixture -

PATENT NAME

Lens
Lens
Connector
Connector

PATENT TYPE COUNTRY

LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR Ll’-IT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OU T DOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
OW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Design
LOW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Utility
LWVOLTAGEOUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTUR Utility
OW VOLTAGE OUTDOOR LIt.,r-fl FIXTURI Utility
I n ’A’ V01 TAGE OUTDOOR LIGHT FIXTURI Utility

United Kingdo
Benelux
France
Germany
Italy
United Kingdo
Benelux
France
Germany
Italy
United Kingdo
United Kingdo
Benelux
France
Germany
Italy
Canada
Mexico
Canada
Mexico

DESIGN NUMBER

ISSUE DATE

APP. DATE

2018817
22063-02
916897-0001
M9107958-0002
1991M10000785-000
2018818
22063-03
916896-0001
M9107958-0003
1991M10000786-000
2021582
2018819
22063-04
916895-0001
M9107958-0004
1991MI0000787-000
2 , 075 , 532
177824
2.075.606
180100

5/18/1992
11/5/1991
1/21/1992
4/15/1992
10/3/1994
5/18/1992
1115/1991
1/21/1992
4/15/1992
10/3/1994
2/21/1992
10/311994
11/5/1992
1/5/1996
4115/1992
10/3/1994
2127/1996
4/28/1995
4/23/1996
11/16/1995

11(7/1991
11/5/1991
11/5/1991
11/7/1991
1117/1991
11/7/1991
11/5/1991
11/5/1991
1117/1991
1117/1991
3/1111992
11/7/1991
11/5/1991
11/5/1991
11/7/1991
11/7/1991
8(7/1992
8/7/1992
8/7/1992
8/7/1992

EXP. DATE
1117/2016
11/5/2016
11/5/2016
11/7/2016
11/7/2016
1117/2016
11/5/2016
1117/2016
11/712016
1117/2016
11/7/2016
11/712016
11/5/2016
1117/2016
11/7/2016
111712016
817/2012
8/7/2007
817/2012
8/712007

APP. DATE

APP. NO.

PUB. DATE

PUB. NO.

05/05105

111/122,358

11/09/06

THE BRINKMANN CORPORATION
U.S. UTILITY PATENTS - OTHER
DESCRIPTION

Exercise Device

PATENT NAME

IEXERCISE DEVICE WITH A SAFETY

PATENT TYPE OWNER

lutility

ITBC

I

PATENT

2006/0252609 7455629
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SCHEDULE 5.5
Description of Active IP Encumbrances
As of December 2, 2015
Outdoor Direct Corporation

Mag Instrument: In settlement of patent and trade dress litigation in the early to mid 1990s, ODC (fka
Brinkniann) agreed to maintain the quality of certain "mini" aluminum flashlights having an appearance
similar to Mag Instrument’s Mini-Maglite flashlight, and to annual inspections of the ODC flashlights by
a third party to ensure such quality control Brinkmann also agreed to certain restrictions related to Mag
Instrument’s patents on the Mini-Maglite, but all such patents have long ago expired.
Brinks Network: in an agreement to settle a trademark opposition proceeding in early 2015, ODC (fka
Brinkmanri) agreed to permanently refrain from filing any applications to register the marks
BRINKMANN HOME SECURITY or BRINKMANN SECURITY, alone or in combination with other
words or designs; and Brinkmann must comply with "Prominent Non-Objectionable Use" standard
(PNOU) when using B.RINKMANN on outdoor lighting packaging with any of the following wording:
(i) security or home security or analogous wording; (ii) security or home security; (ii) SAFETY CONVENIENCE - SECURITY; (iii) DETERS INTRUDERS; and (iv) HOME/GUARD. PNOU
requires that the word in question (i) is as physically distant from BRI.NKMANN as packaging allows,
(ii) is not more than 75% of the size of BRINKMANN; and (iii) is not more prominent in color or type
of font than BRINKMANN.
Skyline (GRILL KING ): in a co-existence agreement to resolve a cancellation proceeding in mid to late
2015, ODC (fka Brinkmann) has agreed not to use or apply to register the marks GRILL KING or
GRILLKING for any barbecue accessories and/or utensils, and not to materially change its existing
channels of trade for its grills under its mark GRILL KING.
A&J Manufacturing: An agreement settling a patent infringement dispute in November 2015 related to
certain ODC (Tha Brinkniann) multi-function (gas and charcoal) grills, including an ITC proceeding,
Federal District Court litigation, and a Inter Par/es Review of A&J’s asserted utility patent, provides
for a complete release of ODC and its istorners, disnifsal with prejudice of the District Court litigation,
ODC’s withdrawal of its Federal Circuit appeal of the I C decision, and termination of the IPR
proceeding, without any payments between the parties. The settlement leaves in place a Limited
Exclusion Order (LEO) entered in the ITC proceeding that prohibits ODC’s importation and sale of
ODC discontinued models 810-3821 -S. 810-3 800-S. and 810-3802-S. The settlement also precludes
ODC from challenging or assisting others in challenging A&J’s asserted patents, and from interfering
with A&J’s grill business and other business-related endeavors while the agreement remains in force.
Copreci: In settlement of a patent infringement dispute in April 2014 related to certain grills and
conversion kits for converting the grills between natural gas and LPG, ODC (Ika Brinkmann) accepted a
royalty-bearing license under Copreci’s asserted patents, agreed to termination of an hirer Panes Review
on one of Copreci patents, and agreed not to challenge any of the licensed Copreci patents unless
Copreci has asserted or threatened to assert those patents against ODC or its vendors, distributors,
resellers, or customers.
Fox Run: in settlement of an infringement dispute in 2012, ODC (fka Brinkmann) accepted a royaltybearing license under U.S. Patent No. 7,896,520 entitled "Repositionable Lighting Device for Grilling
Utensils."
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EXHIBIT A
BILL OF SALE AND ASSIGNMENT
(IY Property)
Reference is hereby made to that certain Asset Purchase Agreement dated February -, 2016 by
and between LightStar Corporation ("Buyer"), and Outdoor Direct Corporation, a Texas corporation
formerly known as The Brinkmann Corporation, as Chapter II debtor in possession ("Seller") (the
"Purchase Agreenzenf’). Except for terms specifically defined in this Bill of Sale and Assignment this
"Bill of Sale"), all capitalized terms used herein shall have the same meanings as such terms have when
utilized in the Purchase Agreement.
day of
Pursuant to the Purchase Agreement, this Bill of Sale is entered into as of this
2016 by the undersigned Assignor ("Assignor") in favor of Buyer under the Purchase
Agreement ("Assignee") concurrently with the Closing under the Purchase Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and covenants set forth herein, and for
other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the
parties hereto agree as follows:
Assignment. Subject to Section 2 hereof, Assignor hereby agrees to assign and transfer to
Assignee, and does hereby transfer and assign, all right, title, and interest of Assignor in and to
any and all of its Intellectual Property Rights, including the items identified in Schedule 1.1(c)
(collectively, the "JP Materials"), including any and all renewals and extensions of such
intellectual property rights that may be secured under the laws now or hereafter pertaining thereto
in the United States or in any other country and also including the right to enforce, bring Suit, and
otherwise collect all damages related to infringement of the IP Materials by any third party. For
purposes of this Bill of Sale, "Intellectual ProDertv Rights" means all rights in intellectual
property (other than any Excluded Assets) owned by Assignor in any jurisdiction, including
without limitation rights in, arising out of, or associated with Works of Authorship, including
without limitation rights in maskworks, product packaging and advertising materials, and
databases and rights granted under the Copyright Act ("Copyrights"); rights in, arising out of, or
associated with inventions (whether patentable or not), including without limitation rights granted
tinder the Patent Act ("Patent Rights"); rights in, arising out of, or associated with Trademarks,
including without limitation rights granted under the Lanham Act and all common law trademark
rights ("Trademark Rights") and all attendant goodwill associated with said Trademark Rights;
rights in, arising out of, or associated with confidential information, including without limitation
rights granted under the Uniform Trade Secrets Act, know-how, all information required to
manufacture the products associated with the 1P Materials, customer lists, vendors, suppliers, etc.
("Trade Secret Rights"); rights in, arising out of, or associated with a person’s name, voice,
signature, photograph, or likeness, including without limitation rights of personality, privacy, and
publicity ("Personali Rights"); rights of attribution and integrity and other moral rights of an
author ("Moral Rights"); and rights in, arising out of, or associated with domain names ("Domain
Name Right ") whether arising under the laws of the United States or any other country.
-

Excluded Assets. For avoidance of doubt, notwithstanding any other provision of this Bill of
Sale or Schedule 1.1 to the contrary, neither the "IP Materials" nor the "Intellectual Property
Rights" include any Excluded Assets or any right, title or interest of Assignor therein or thereto,
and nothing set forth in this Bill of Sale shall be construed to effect or require the assignment,
sale, transfer or conveyance of any Excluded Assets or any such right, title or interest.
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3.

Consideration. In exchange for assignments made by Assignor herein, Assignee shall pay
Assignor the amount set forth in the Purchase Agreement in accordance with the terms thereof.

4.

Cooperation Following the Execution. Assignor covenants and agrees to execute and deliver
further instruments of transfer and assignment and take such other action as Buyer may
reasonably request to more effectively transfer and assign to and vest in Buyer the IP Materials;
provided, however, that nothing herein shall be deemed to require Assignor to execute or deliver
any such further document or instrument or take any such action to the extent that the same could
in any material way increase the burdens, obligations or liabilities otherwise imposed upon
Assignor by the Purchase Agreement.

5.

Power of Attorney. If at any time after the Closing Date the signature of Assignor shall be
required in connection with the filing of any application, registration, or other document
reasonably necessary to further the prosecution of any letters patent, copyright, or trademark
assignments or applications for registrations pertaining to the lP Materials and the Intellectual
Property Rights, and Assignee has not received such signature within fifteen (15) days of
making written request therefor in accordance with the Purchase Agreement, and regardless of
whether such signature has not been received by reason of Assignor’s inability or unwillingness
to provide the same or otherwise, Assignor hereby irrevocably designates and appoints Assignee
and its duly authorized officers and agents as its agents and attorneys-in-fact, to execute and file
on its behalf and stead any and all such applications, registrations, or other such documents with
the same legal force and effect as if executed by Assignor; provided, however, that Assignee
shall not be authorized under this Section 5 to execute any such application, registration, or other
such document or take any other action to the extent that the same could in any material way
increase the burdens, obligations or liabilities otherwise imposed upon Assignor by the Purchase
Agreement, and Assignee shall indemnify and hold harmless Assignor from and against any
costs, losses or liabilities arising out of any action taken by Assignee on behalf of Assignor in
reliance upon this Section 5.

6.

Other Matters. This Bill of Sale and the provisions hereof are subject to the terms and
conditions set forth in the Purchase Agreement (including, without limitation, the
acknowledgement and disclaimer set forth in Section 7 of the Purchase Agreement and the
survival provisions set forth in Section 10.12 of the Purchase Agreement) and the IP Property
Sale Order. Assignor and Buyer hereby acknowledge and agree that the provisions of this Bill
of Sale shall not modify or extend the force and effect or survival of the terms and provisions of
the Purchase Agreement and the lP Property Sale Order. In the event of a conflict between the
terms and provisions of this Bill of Sale and the terms and provisions of the Purchase Agreement
and the IF Property Sale Order, the terms and provisions of the Purchase Agreement and the IP
Property Sale Order shall prevail, govern and control in all respects without limitation.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Seller has executed this Bill of Sale and Assignment as of the day
and year set forth above.
SELLER:
Outdoor Direct Corporation,
a Texas corporation,
Debtor and Debtor in Possession

115:

[Signature Page to Bill of Sale and Assignment - IP Property]
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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE
In re:
MALIBU LIGHTING CORPORATION, et al.,1
Debtors.

) Chapter 11
)
) Case No. 15-12080 (KG)
)
) (Jointly Administered)
Re: Docket No. ___

ORDER AS TO DEBTOR OUTDOOR DIRECT CORPORATION
F/K/A THE BRINKMANN CORPORATION (A) APPROVING ASSET
PURCHASE AGREEMENT AND AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF
THE DEBTOR’S INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; (B) AUTHORIZING THE SALE OF
ASSETS FREE AND CLEAR OF ALL LIENS, CLAIMS, RIGHTS,
ENCUMBRANCES AND OTHER INTERESTS PURSUANT TO BANKRUPTCY CODE
SECTIONS 105, 363(b), 363(f) AND 363(m); AND (C) GRANTING RELATED RELIEF
Upon the Motion (the “Motion”) of Outdoor Direct Corporation f/k/a The
Brinkmann Corporation (“ODC” or “Seller”), one of the debtors and debtors in possession
(collectively, the “Debtors”) in the above-referenced chapter 11 cases (the “Chapter 11 Case”),
for entry of an order (a) approving the Asset Purchase Agreement (including all ancillary
documents, the “Agreement,” attached hereto as Annex 1)2 between ODC and [LightStar
Corporation] (the “Purchaser”), as buyer, and authorizing the sale of Sellers interest in the
Intellectual Property rights set forth and described in the Agreement and as specified in Schedule
1.1 thereof, the “Acquired Intellectual Property”); (b) authorizing the sale of the Acquired
Intellectual Property free and clear of all liens, claims, rights, encumbrances, and other interests
1

The Debtors, together with the last four digits of each Debtor’s tax identification number, are: Malibu
Lighting Corporation (0556); Outdoor Direct Corporation (9246) f/k/a The Brinkmann Corporation;
National Consumer Outdoors Corporation (1153) f/k/a Dallas Manufacturing Company, Inc.; Q-Beam
Corporation (1560); Smoke ‘N Pit Corporation (9951); Treasure Sensor Corporation (9938); and Stubbs
Collections, Inc. (6615). The location of the Debtors’ headquarters and service address is 4215 McEwen
Road, Dallas, TX 75244.

2

Terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the meaning set forth in the Agreement.
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pursuant to sections 105, 363(b), 363(f), and 363(m) of the Bankruptcy Code; and (c) granting
related relief; and ODC having determined that the sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property
pursuant to the Agreement is the highest or otherwise best offer for the Acquired Intellectual
Property after the completion of the auction conducted on ______ __, 2016; and the Court
having conducted a sale hearing on ______ ___, 2016 (the “Sale Hearing”) to consider approval
of the sale of the Acquired Intellectual Property to the Purchaser pursuant to the Agreement; and
all parties-in-interest having been heard or had the opportunity to be heard regarding the
approval of the Agreement and the transactions contemplated thereby; and upon the Motion and
supporting documentation filed in connection therewith, and the Court having previously
approving bidding procedures for the sale [Docket No. _____] (the “Bidding Procedures
Order”); and the Court having reviewed and considered the Motion and any objections or
responses thereto; and upon the record of the Sale Hearing and the full record of this case; and
the Court having determined that the relief sought in the Motion is in the best interests of ODC,
its estate and creditors, and all parties-in-interest and that the legal and factual bases set forth in
the Motion establish just cause for the relief granted herein; and after due deliberation and
sufficient cause appearing therefor, it is HEREBY FOUND AND DETERMINED THAT:3
A.

Jurisdiction and Venue. The Court has jurisdiction over this matter and

over the property of ODC and its bankruptcy estate pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 157(a) and 1334.
This matter is a core proceeding pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 157(b)(2). Venue of this case and the
Motion is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1408 and 1409.

3

The findings and conclusions set forth herein constitute the Court’s findings of fact and conclusions of
law pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 7052, made applicable to this proceeding pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule
9014. Findings of fact shall be construed as conclusions of law and conclusions of law shall be construed
as findings of fact when appropriate.
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Statutory Predicates. The statutory predicates for the relief sought herein

are 11 U.S.C. §§ 105 and 363 and Fed. R. Bankr. Proc. 2002, 6004, 9008, and 9014.
C.

Notice. Proper, timely, adequate and sufficient notice of the Motion and

the relief requested therein, the Auction, the Sale Hearing, the transactions described in the
Agreement (all such transactions being collectively referred to as the “Sale Transaction”), has
been provided in accordance with sections 102(1) and 363 of the Bankruptcy Code and
Bankruptcy Rules 2002 and 6004 and in compliance with the Bidding Procedures Order, and
such notice was good, sufficient, and appropriate under the particular circumstances. No other or
further notice of the Motion, the relief requested therein and all matters relating thereto, the
Auction, the Sale Hearing, the Sale Transaction or entry of this Sale Order is or shall be required.
D.

Opportunity to Object and Bid. A reasonable opportunity to object or be

heard with respect to the Motion and the relief requested therein has been afforded to all
interested persons and entities.
E.

Compliance with Local Rules. ODC has complied in all respects with

Local Rule 6004-1 of the Local Rules of Bankruptcy Practice and Procedures of the United
States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware (the “Local Rules”), establishing guidelines
for the conduct of asset sales.
F.

Compliance with Bidding Procedures Order. As demonstrated by (i) the

testimony and/or other evidence proffered or adduced at the Sale Hearing and (ii) the
representations of counsel made on the record at the Sale Hearing, ODC has marketed the
Acquired Intellectual Property and conducted the sale process in compliance with the Bidding
Procedures Order.
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Marketing Process. The marketing and bidding processes implemented by

ODC, as set forth in the Motion, the Bidding Procedures Order, and supporting documentation
filed in connection therewith, were fair, proper, complete, provided an adequate opportunity for
interested parties to submit improved bids, and were reasonably calculated to result in the best
value received for the Acquired Intellectual Property.
H.

Corporate Authority. ODC has full corporate power and authority to

consummate the Sale Transaction pursuant to the Agreement, and all other documents
contemplated thereby, and no consents or approvals, other than those expressly provided for in
the Agreement, are required for ODC to consummate the Sale Transaction.
I.

Business Justification. ODC has articulated sufficient and sound business

reasons for entering into the Agreement and consummating the Sale Transaction outside a plan
of reorganization. It is a reasonable exercise of ODC’s business judgment to consummate the
Sale Transaction.
J.

Best Interests. Approval of the Agreement and the consummation of the

Sale Transaction are in the best interests of ODC, its estate and creditors, and other parties-ininterest under applicable bankruptcy and nonbankruptcy law.
K.

Highest or Otherwise Best.

The Purchaser’s bid for the Acquired

Intellectual Property, as memorialized in the Agreement, is the highest or otherwise best offer
received for the Intellectual Property and will provide a greater recovery for ODC’s creditors
than would be provided by any other practical available alternative. The purchase price to be
paid by the Purchaser pursuant to the Agreement is fair consideration and constitutes reasonably
equivalent value under applicable bankruptcy and nonbankruptcy law for the Acquired
Intellectual Property, as determined by the marketing and auction process.
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Arm’s-Length Transaction. The Agreement was negotiated, proposed and

entered into by ODC and the Purchaser without collusion, in good faith and from arm’s-length
bargaining positions. Although the Purchaser is an “insider” of ODC under section 101(31) of
the Bankruptcy Code, neither ODC nor the Purchaser have engaged in any conduct that would
cause or permit the Agreement to be avoided or be the basis for an award for monetary damages
under Bankruptcy Code section 363(n). Specifically, the Purchaser has not acted in a collusive
manner with any person and the purchase price was not controlled by any Agreement among
bidders.
M.

Good Faith. All of the actions taken by the Purchaser and its officers,

directors, employees, counsel and other professionals in connection with the Agreement, the
auction process and this proceeding have been taken in good faith. The Purchaser is a good faith
purchaser of the Acquired Intellectual Property within the meaning of Bankruptcy Code section
363(m) and is entitled to all of the protections afforded thereby. The Purchaser proceeded in
good faith in all respects in connection with the Sale Transaction in that: (i) the Purchaser
recognized that ODC was free to deal with any other party interested in acquiring the Acquired
Intellectual Property; (iii) the Purchaser complied with the provisions in the Bidding Procedures
Order; (iv) the Purchaser agreed to subject its bid to the competitive bidding procedures set forth
in the Bidding Procedures Order; and (v) all payments to be made by the Purchaser pursuant to
the Agreement in connection with the Sale Transaction have been disclosed.
N.

Free and Clear. The Acquired Intellectual Property constitutes property of

ODC’s estate. The transfer of the Acquired Intellectual Property to the Purchaser will be a legal,
valid, and effective transfer of the Acquired Intellectual Property, and will vest the Purchaser
with all right, title, and interest of ODC in and to the Acquired Intellectual Property free and
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clear of all liens, claims, interests, obligations, rights and encumbrances to the greatest extent
permitted by applicable law, except as otherwise specifically provided in the Agreement. Except
as specifically provided in the Agreement, the Purchaser shall have no liability for any claims
against ODC or its estate or any liabilities or obligations of ODC or its estate. Accordingly,
ODC may sell the Acquired Intellectual Property free and clear of all liens, encumbrances,
pledges, mortgages, deeds of trust, security interests, claims, leases, charges, options, rights of
first refusal, rights of first offer, hypothecations, encroachments, retentions of title, conditional
sale arrangements, restrictive covenants, easements, servitudes, proxies, voting trusts or
agreements, and transfer restrictions under any agreement in each case, whether known or
unknown, choate or inchoate, filed or unfiled, scheduled or unscheduled, noticed or unnoticed,
recorded or unrecorded, perfected or unperfected, allowed or disallowed, contingent or noncontingent, liquidated or unliquidated, matured or unmatured, material or non-material, disputed
or undisputed (collectively, the “Interests”) and adverse claims, except as provided in the
Agreement, because one or more of the standards set forth in sections 363(f)(1)–(5) of the
Bankruptcy Code has been satisfied with regard to each such Interest or adverse claim. Those
non-Debtor parties with Interests or adverse claims in or with respect to the Acquired Intellectual
Property who did not object, or who withdrew their objections, to the Sale Transaction or the
Motion are deemed to have consented to the sale of the Intellectual Property free and clear of
those non-Debtor parties’ Interests or adverse claims in the Intellectual Property pursuant to
section 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code. Those holders of Interests or adverse claims in any
Acquired Intellectual Property who did object fall within one or more of the other subsections of
section 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code and are adequately protected by having their Interests or
adverse claims, if any, attach to the proceeds derived from the Sale Transaction. The Purchaser
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would not have entered into the Agreement, and would not consummate the Sale Transaction,
thus adversely affecting ODC, its estate and creditors, if the sale of the Acquired Intellectual
Property to the Purchaser were not free and clear of all Interests or adverse claims of any kind or
nature whatsoever, or if the Purchaser would, or in the future could, be liable for any of the
Interests or adverse claims.
O.

No Successor Liability.

With respect to the Acquired Intellectual

Property, Purchaser shall not be deemed a “successor” to ODC or its estate by reason of any
theory of law or equity, and the Purchaser shall not assume, nor be deemed to assume, or in any
way be responsible for any liability or obligation of any of ODC and/or its estate (except for any
liability expressly assumed under the Agreement), with respect to the Acquired Intellectual
Property or otherwise, including, but not limited to, under any bulk sales law or doctrine or
theory of successor liability, expect as expressly provided in the Agreement.
P.

Legal and Factual Bases. The legal and factual bases set forth in the

Motion and at the Sale Hearing establish just cause for the relief granted herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT:
1.

Motion. The Motion is hereby granted as provided herein.

2.

Objections. All objections to the Motion and the relief requested therein

that have not been withdrawn, waived or settled, and all reservations of rights included in such
objections are hereby overruled on the merits and denied.
3.

Sale Approval. The Sale Transaction and all of the terms and conditions

and transactions contemplated by the Agreement are hereby authorized and approved pursuant to
sections 105(a), 363(b), and 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code. Pursuant to section 363(b) of the
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Bankruptcy Code, ODC is authorized to consummate the Sale Transaction pursuant to and in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the Agreement. ODC is authorized to execute and
deliver, and empowered to perform under, consummate, and implement the Agreement, together
with all additional instruments and documents that may be reasonably necessary or desirable to
implement the Sale Transaction, and to effectuate the provisions of this Sale Order and the
transactions approved hereby, and to take all further actions as may be required of ODC under
the Agreement or requested by the Purchaser for the purpose of assigning, transferring, granting,
conveying and conferring to the Purchaser, or its assignees or designees, or reducing to
possession, the Acquired Intellectual Property, or as may be necessary or appropriate to the
performance of the obligations as contemplated by the Agreement. The failure to specifically
include any particular provision of the Agreement in this Sale Order shall not diminish or impair
the efficacy of such provision, it being the intent of this Court that the Agreement and each and
every provision, term and condition thereof be authorized and approved in its entirety.
4.

Transfer of the Acquired Intellectual Property. As of the closing date

under the Agreement (the “Closing”), the Sale Transaction effects a legal, valid, enforceable and
effective sale and transfer of the Acquired Intellectual Property to the Purchaser, and shall vest
the Purchaser with all right, title, and interest of ODC in and to the Acquired Intellectual
Property.
5.

Free and Clear. Except as otherwise provided for in the Agreement, the

transfer of the Acquired Intellectual Property shall vest the Purchaser, or its assignees or
designees, with all right, title, and interest of ODC in the Acquired Intellectual Property pursuant
to section 363(f) of the Bankruptcy Code, free and clear of any and all Interests or adverse claims
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to the greatest extent permitted by applicable law, whether arising by statute or otherwise and
whether arising before or after the commencement of the Chapter 11 Case, whether known or
unknown, including, but not limited to, Interests or adverse claims of or asserted by any of the
creditors, vendors, employees, suppliers, or lessors of ODC or any other third party. Any and all
such Interests or adverse claims shall attach to the net proceeds of the Sale Transaction, with the
same priority, validity, force, and effect as they now have against the Acquired Intellectual
Property.
6.

Bulk Sale Laws Inapplicable. No bulk sale law or any similar law of any

state or other jurisdiction shall apply in any way to the Sale Transaction and the transactions
contemplated by the Agreement.
7.

Good Faith. The Sale Transaction has been undertaken by ODC and the

Purchaser at arm’s-length, without collusion.

The Purchaser will acquire the Acquired

Intellectual Property pursuant to the Transaction Documents in good faith under section 363(m)
of the Bankruptcy Code and the Purchaser, or its assignees or designees, shall be entitled to all of
the protections in accordance therewith. The consideration provided by the Purchaser for the
Acquired Intellectual Property under the Agreement is fair and reasonable, and neither the Sale
Transaction nor any element of the Sale Transaction, may be avoided or be the basis for an
award of monetary damages under section 363(n) of the Bankruptcy Code. The sale of the
Acquired Intellectual Property and the consideration provided by the Purchaser shall be deemed
for all purposes to constitute a transfer for reasonably equivalent value and fair consideration
under the Bankruptcy Code and any other applicable law.
8.

Modifications. The Agreement and any related agreements, documents, or

other instruments may be modified, amended, or supplemented by the parties thereto, in writing
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signed by both parties, and in accordance with the terms thereof, without further order of this
Court, to the extent that any such modification, amendment, or supplement is not material,
provided that the Committee shall be provided with notice and an opportunity to object as to any
and all amendments.
9.

Binding Order. This Sale Order and the Agreement shall be binding upon

and govern the acts of all persons and entities, including, without limitation, ODC, its estate,
members, managers and shareholders of ODC, all creditors of ODC (whether known or
unknown), the Purchaser, all interested parties, and their respective successors and permitted
assigns, including, without limitation, any trustee appointed in a Chapter 7 case if this case is
converted from Chapter 11 and all non-Debtor parties asserting any Interests or adverse claims in
the Intellectual Property.
10.

Non-Severability. The provisions of this Sale Order are non-severable and

mutually dependent.
11.

Order Immediately Effective. Notwithstanding Bankruptcy Rules 6004(h)

and 7062, this Sale Order shall be effective and enforceable immediately upon its entry, and the
sale approved by this Sale Order may close immediately upon entry of this Sale Order,
notwithstanding any otherwise applicable waiting periods.
12.

Retention of Jurisdiction.

This Court shall retain jurisdiction on all

matters pertaining to the relief granted herein, including to interpret, implement, and enforce the
terms and provisions of this Sale Order and the Agreement, all amendments thereto, any waivers
and consents thereunder, and of each of the agreements executed in connection therewith in all
respects, including, but not limited to, retaining jurisdiction to adjudicate any dispute relating to
the Sale Transaction or the proceeds thereof, to compel delivery of the Acquired Intellectual
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Property to the Purchaser or the Purchaser’s assignees or designees, and to protect the Purchaser
or the Purchaser’s assignees or designees against any Interests or adverse claims against or in the
Intellectual Property.
Dated:

Wilmington, Delaware
_____________, 2016

HONORABLE KEVIN GROSS
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY JUDGE
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